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1BUIPHFO BWPJEBODF CZ $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ FMFHBOT JT B
QIFSPNPOFNFEJBUFE DPMMFDUJWF CFIBWJPS
"ঋজঝছঊঌঝ
" NPEFM PSHBOJTN $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ FMFHBOT JT B GSFFMJWJOH OFNBUPEF UIBU GFFET PO CBDUFSJB JO UIF
XJME 5P TVSWJWF JU IBT UP CF BCMF UP EJTUJOHVJTI CFUXFFO CFOJHO BOE QBUIPHFOJD NJDSPPSHBOJTNT
5IBOLT UP JUT TJNQMF OFVSBM TZTUFN JU JT DBQBCMF PG EFUFSNJOJOH XIFUIFS UIF TPVSDF PG GPPE JT EBOHFS
PVT BOE QIZTJDBMMZ BWPJE JU
*O UIJT XPSL XF QSFTFOU FWJEFODF UIBU UIJT BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS EFQFOET PO UIF OFNBUPEF QPQ
VMBUJPO EFOTJUZ 5IF XPSNT FYQPTFE UP B QBUIPHFO TFDSFUF BO BMBSN QIFSPNPOF XIJDI ESJWFT UIF
QPQVMBUJPO BXBZ GSPN UIF EBOHFS 8PSNT DBSSZJOH B NVUBUJPO JO UIF BDPY HFOF 	JOWPMWFE JO UIF
QIFSPNPOF CJPTZOUIFTJT
 BSF VOBCMF UP QSPEVDF UIF BMBSN TJHOBM BOE PESNVUBOUT GBJM UP SFBDU UP
JU TVHHFTUJOH UIBU "8" OFVSPOT BSF JOWPMWFE JO UIF QIFSPNPOF EFUFDUJPO 8F EFWFMPQFE B TJNQMF
QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM NPEFM UIBU RVBOUJ୮ୢFT UIF F୭GFDUT PG UIF TFDSFUFE QIFSPNPOF BOE XBT BCMF UP SF
QSPEVDF NBKPS GFBUVSFT PG UIF OFNBUPEFTؠ CFIBWJPS BU UIF QPQVMBUJPO MFWFM
8F TIPX UIBU UIF DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF JT OPU SFTUSJDUFE UP $ FMFHBOT BT PUIFS 3IBCEJUJEB OFNB
UPEFT BMTP FYIJCJU UIJT CFIBWJPS 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF BMBSN TJHOBM MFG୴ CZ $ FMFHBOT JO UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO
JT EFUFDUFE CZ NPTU PG UIF PUIFS TQFDJFT UFTUFE CVU TPNF PG UIFN XFSF BUUSBDUFE UP JU SBUIFS UIBO SF
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"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
* XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL NZ 1* &SFM -FWJOF GPS IJT QBUJFODF BOE GPS BMMPXJOH NF UP FYQMPSF B NVMUJ
UVEF PG UIFPSFUJDBM BOE FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPKFDUT CFGPSF * TFUUMFE PO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG SFTFBSDI UIBU * USVMZ
FOKPZFE #FJOH BCMF UP EJWF JO IFBE ୮ୢSTU JOUP B ୮ୢFME UIBU XBT GBS BXBZ GSPN NZ DPNGPSU [POF FOBCMFE
NF UP BQQSFDJBUF 4DJFODF JO BMM JUT GSVTUSBUJPOT BOE XPOEFST BOE QSPWJEFE NF XJUI VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG
3FTFBSDI UIBU * XJMM USFBTVSF GPS UIF SFTU PG NZ MJGF
* UIBOL NZ DPNNJUUFF NFNCFST "SBWJ 4BNVFM .BSB 1SFOUJTT BOE %BOJFM /FFEMFNBO GPS UIFJS
TVQQPSU BOE HVJEBODF UISPVHI TDJFOUJ୮ୢD BOE BENJOJTUSBUJWF QSPDFTT PG UIF 1I%
" CJH UIBOL ZPV HPFT PVU UP 3IPOEB 'FJOCBVN GSPN "VTVCFM -BC 	BOE UP 'SFE IJNTFMG BOE
PUIFS QFPQMF * IBE B QMFBTVSF XPSLJOH BMPOHTJEF JO .()
 GPS HSBDJPVTMZ BOE QBUJFOUMZ TQFOEJOH
FOEMFTT IPVST UFBDIJOH NF UIF CBTJDT PG $ FMFHBOT SFTFBSDI 8JUIPVU IFS IFMQ UIJT XIPMF QSPKFDU
XPVME OPU FYJTU
* BN BMTP HSBUFGVM UP 4UFWF -PSZ BOE %FCPSBI :PEFS)JNFT GSPN )BSWBSE .FEJDBM 4DIPPM GPS
OBWJHBUJOH NF UISPVHI UIF CBTJDT PG NPMFDVMBS CJPMPHZ
* BMTP BQQSFDJBUF UIF DPMMBCPSBUJWF OBUVSF PG B XJEFS $ FMFHBOT DPNNVOJUZ UIBU EFTQJUF VOEFS
TUBOEBCMF BQQSFIFOTJPO XFMDPNFT B TUSBZ QIZTJDJTU PS B NBUIFNBUJDJBO JOUP UIFJS SBOLT 5IF TVQQPSU
* SFDFJWFE JO UIF UI *OUFSOBUJPOBM $ FMFHBOT.FFUJOH 	FTQFDJBMMZ GSPN 'SBOL 4DISPFEFS /BUIBMJF
1VKPM +POBUIBO &XCBOL BOE +VTUJOF .FMP
 XBT DSVDJBM GPS NF UP CFMJFWF JO UIF WBMJEJUZ PG UIJT QSPKFDU
BOE UIF EJSFDUJPO PG NZ SFTFBSDI
* UIBOL 3POFO ,PQJUP BOE .POJLB ,BVFS XIP XFSF UIF ୮ୢSTU POFT XIP DBNF VQ XJUI BO JEFB PG
VTJOH B DPOTVNFS HSBEF DBNFSB UP JNBHF XPSNT PO B QMBUF 5IJT XBT B TFNJOBM TUFQ UIBU * XBT BM
MPXFE UP FYQBOE PO BOE VMUJNBUFMZ QSPEVDF UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO * BMTP BQQSFDJBUF EJTDVTTJPOT BOE XPSL
UIBU XF EJE UPHFUIFS JO UIF MBC BMPOHTJEF XJUI PUIFS NFNCFST  ,BUIZ 8BULJOT -VDZ -FF ,ZVOH
4VL -FF %BOJFM +PTU #FOFEJLU 0CFSNBZFS BOE *VMJB /FBHV XIP XFSF BMM QPMJUF FOPVHI UP MBVHI BU
NZ KPLFT
7FSZ TQFDJBM UIBOLT HP PVU UP 1JB 4PSFOTFO BOE 4UBO $PUSFBV  UIFZ CPUI PQFOFE NZ FZFT UP BSFBT
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Figure 1.1: $ FMFHBOT nematodes (bright wiggles) feeding on PA14 bacteria (faint circle in themiddle) in a standard
avoidance experiment. (A) shows early stages of the experiment whenworms are attracted to the pathogen and spend
most of the time in the bacteria. (B) shows later stages of the experiment whenworms avoid the bacteria.
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Figure 2.1: Survival curves for solitary andmultiple (25-60) N2worms feeding on PA14 bacteria. The solitary worms
die 7h earlier thanworms in groups (Q < − using a log-rank test).
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HSPVQT XFSF NPSF TVTDFQUJCMF UP JOGFDUJPO
5IJT EFOTJUZ EFQFOEFODF PG TVSWJWBM DPVME CF FYQMBJOFE CZ UXP GVSUIFS PCTFSWBUJPOT  EFOTJUZ
EFQFOEFODF PG QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF XIJDI XF XJMM FTUBCMJTI JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO BOE UIF SFMBUJPO CF
UXFFO QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF BOE TVSWJWBM XIJDI XBT TVHHFTUFE KVTU B GFX ZFBST BHP  *O UIBU TUVEZ
$ FMFHBOT IBWF CFFO FYQPTFE UP 1" CBDUFSJB JO UXP EJ୭GFSFOU DPOEJUJPOT TUBOEBSE MBXO 	UIF MBXO
PDDVQJFE POMZ B TNBMM GSBDUJPO PG UIF QMBUF UIF SFTU XBT DMFBS PG UIF QBUIPHFO
 BOE UIF GVMM MBXO 	UIF
FOUJSF TVSGBDF PG UIF QMBUF XBT DPWFSFE XJUI UIF QBUIPHFO
 BOE JU XBT TIPXO UIBU UIF XJME UZQF /
XPSNT EJFE GBTUFS PO GVMM MBXOT 5IF EJ୭GFSFODF XBT BUUSJCVUFE UP UIF GBDU UIBU PO GVMM MBXOT $ FM

FHBOTXFSF VOBCMF UP QIZTJDBMMZ BWPJE UIF QBUIPHFO XIJDI JODSFBTFE UIFJS FYQPTVSF BOE BDDFMFSBUFE
UIF JOGFDUJPO QSPDFTT 5IF JNQMJDBUJPO XBT UIFSFGPSF UIBU QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF CZ JUTFMG XPVME JO
DSFBTF $ FMFHBOT TVSWJWBM
*O UIF GPMMPXJOH TFDUJPO XF XJMM TIPX UIBU JODSFBTJOH UIF QPQVMBUJPO TJ[F PG OFNBUPEFT FYQPTFE
UP UIF 1" QBUIPHFO BDDFMFSBUFT UIFJS BWPJEBODF UISPVHI NPEJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO
 2ঞঊগঝ঒ঝঊঝ঒ট঎ খ঎ঊজঞছ঎খ঎গঝ ঘএ ঙঊঝ঑ঘঐ঎গ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
5P SFTPMWF NPSF EJSFDUMZ XIFUIFS EJ୭GFSFOU QPQVMBUJPOT PG $ FMFHBOT FYIJCJU EJ୭GFSFOU SBUFT PG QBUIPHFO
BWPJEBODF XF EFDJEFE UP CVJME BO BVUPNBUFE JNBHJOH TZTUFN 5IJT XBT OFDFTTBSZ CFDBVTF CFIBWJPSBM
FYQFSJNFOUT JO MJWJOH TZTUFNT BSF OPUPSJPVTMZ OPJTZ BOE XF OFFEFE UP GPMMPX NBOZ SFQMJDBUFT PG UIF
TBNF DPOEJUJPO TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ UP DPVOUFS UIF TUBUJTUJDBM OPJTF 'VSUIFSNPSF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF
JT BO JOIFSFOUMZ EZOBNJD QSPDFTT XIFSF B USBOTJUJPO GSPN JOJUJBM BUUSBDUJPO UP TVCTFRVFOU SFQVMTJPO
PG $ FMFHBOT UP UIF CBDUFSJB IBQQFOT PWFS B SFMBUJWFMZ TIPSU BNPVOU PG UJNF BOE UIFSFGPSF XF OFFEFE
B XBZ UP GPMMPX UIF XPSNT BU TIPSU JOUFSWBMT " NBOVBM BTTBZ JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOU GPS TVSWJWBM FYQFSJNFOUT
XJUI 1" XIFSF BOJNBMT BSF EZJOH PWFS UIF QFSJPE PG I BOE POF JT BCMF UP DPVOU UIF XPSNT PO
B GFX EP[FO QMBUFT FWFSZ I 'PS BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT XF OFFEFE UP IBWF B NVDI ୮ୢOFS UJNF SFT
PMVUJPO "O BEEFE BEWBOUBHF PG UIJT BQQSPBDI JT UIBU JU XPVME BMMPX VT UP DIBSBDUFSJ[F BWPJEBODF
CFIBWJPS JO BO VOCJBTFE 	JOEFQFOEFOU PG QFSTPOBM KVEHNFOUT EVSJOH NBOVBM DPVOUJOH QSPDFTT
 BOE
RVBOUJUBUJWF GBTIJPO
 "ঞঝঘখঊঝ঒ঌ ঒খঊঐ঎ ঊগঊকঢজ঒জ জঢজঝ঎খ
5P UIJT FOE XF DPOTUSVDUFE BO BVUPNBUJD 9: TUBHF 	QSPQFMMFE JO BMM UISFF EJSFDUJPOT XJUI TUFQQFS NP
UPST
 XJUI B DPOTVNFS HSBEF .1 DPMPS DBNFSB UIBU USBWFSTFT BO BSSBZ PG  BTTBZ QMBUFT BU SFHVMBS
NJOVUF JOUFSWBMT 	'JH 
 5IF QMBUFT XFSF JMMVNJOBUFE CZ B DJSDVMBS BSSBZ PG SFE -&% MJHIUT 	BT

Figure 2.2: XY stage with NikonD60 camera and LED ring underneath loadedwith 48 plates.
IJHIFS GSFRVFODZ MJHIU OFHBUJWFMZ B୭GFDUT UIF XPSNT
 QFSNBOFOUMZ TVTQFOEFE VOEFS UIF DBNFSB
5IF FOUJSF 9: TUBHF XBT LFQU JO B DBSECPBSE CPY TP UIF -&% SJOH XBT UIF POMZ TPVSDF PG MJHIU #F
GPSF FBDI QIPUPHSBQI XBT UBLFO UIF DBNFSB-&% SJH BTTFNCMZ XBT MPXFSFE TP UIBU UIF -&% BYFT
BOE UIF GPDBM QMBOF PG UIF DBNFSB XFSF PWFSMBQQJOH XJUI UIF TVSGBDF PG UIF BHBS 8F VTFE B TQFDJBM
NN DMPTF VQ MFOT DBQBCMF PG GPDVTJOH BU B EJTUBODF PG MFTT UIBO DN XIJDI BMMPXFE VT UP PQUJNBMMZ
VUJMJ[F UIF $$% TFOTPS BOE QSPEVDF JNBHFT BU Y UP Y QJYFMT JO TJ[F
 &ডঙ঎ছ঒খ঎গঝঊক ঙছঘঝঘঌঘক
8F VTFE B NPEJ୮ୢFE TMPX LJMMJOH 	4,
 QSPUPDPM GPS UIF NFEJB CBDUFSJB BOE $ FMFHBOT QSFQBSBUJPO 
5IF XPSNT XFSF NBJOUBJOFE BU $ 	XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG NVUBOUT TFOTJUJWF UP IJHIFS UFNQFSB
UVSF XIJDI XFSF LFQU BU $
 PO TUBOEBSE /(. QMBUFT TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI 4USFQUPNZDJO BOE GFE
XJUI 01 CBDUFSJB #FGPSF BO BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOU $ FMFHBOTXPSNT XFSF TZODISPOJ[FE VTJOH
B TUBOEBSE CMFBDIJOH QSPUPDPM  BOE UIFO BMMPXFE UP EFWFMPQ GPS I BU $ PO /(. QMBUFT XJUI
01 CBDUFSJB 	VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF JOEJDBUFE
 *O UIFTF DPOEJUJPOT UIF XJME UZQF / XPSNT EFWFMPQFE

UP BEVMUT UIBU XFSF PO UIF WFSHF PG TUBSUJOH UP MBZ FHHT 5IF UFNQFSBUVSF TFOTJUJWF 5+ XPSNT
	XIJDI XFSF VTFE GPS BMM FYQFSJNFOUT JO UIJT DIBQUFS BQBSU GSPN UIF TVSWJWBM FYQFSJNFOUT
 XFSF TUFSJMF
BU $ CVU PUIFSXJTF EFWFMPQFE BU UIF TBNF SBUF BT /
'PS BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT XJUI QBUIPHFOJD CBDUFSJB XF JOPDVMBUFE B TJOHMF DPMPOZ PG 1" JO
NM 4, MJRVJE NFEJVN 	TBNF DPNQPTJUJPO BT TUBOEBSE 4, NFEJVN XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG "HBS
DIPMFTUFSPM BOE $B$M
 JO B NM ୯୳BTL BOE UIFO JODVCBUFE PWFSOJHIU 	I
 PO B TIBLFS BU $
5IF CBDUFSJB XFSF UIFO DPODFOUSBUFE Y BOE ɉM XBT JOPDVMBUFE JOUP UIF NJEEMF PG B TUBOEBSE 4,
NN QMBUF BOE MFG୴ UP ESZ GPS I "G୴FS UIBU  XPSNT XFSF NPWFE VTJOH B QMBUJOVN QJDL GSPN
/(. HSPXUI QMBUFT UP UIF NJEEMF PG UIF 1" MBXO 5IF SFDPSEJOH PG UIF CFIBWJPS TUBSUFE BQQSPYJ
NBUFMZ NJO BG୴FS UIF XPSNT IBE CFFO QJDLFE
" TUBOEBSE BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOU QSPEVDFE  QIPUPHSBQIT QFS QMBUF 	 JNBHFT QFS  QMBUFT
JO BO FYQFSJNFOU
 BU  NJOVUF JOUFSWBMT 	I NJO JO UPUBM
 5IF JNBHFT XFSF TBWFE JO UIF CJU
/JLPO QSPQSJFUBSZ GPSNBU /&' XIJDI XBT TVCTFRVFOUMZ USBOTGPSNFE FYUSBDUFE DSPQQFE BOE TBWFE
BT B CJU 5*'' VTJOH *NBHF.BHJDL TPG୴XBSF "O FYBNQMF PG UIF JNBHF BU UIJT TUBHF DBO CF TFFO JO
'JH "
 *খঊঐ঎ ঊগঊকঢজ঒জ
5IF SFNBJOJOH BOBMZTJT JT EPOF JO .BUMBC VTJOH IFVSJTUJD TFNJBVUPNBUJD XPSL୯୳PX 'JSTU UIF PSJH
JOBM CBDUFSJBM MBXO JT JEFOUJ୮ୢFE 	'JH #
 VTJOH UIF TBUVSBUJPO EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF CBDUFSJB BOE
UIF CBDLHSPVOE "VUPNBUJDBMMZ HFOFSBUFE MBXOT BSF UIFO WFSJ୮ୢFE NBOVBMMZ BOE DPSSFDUFE JG OFDFT
TBSZ *O HFOFSBM UIF CPVOEBSZ PG UIF MBXO JT ESBXO TMJHIUMZ PVUTJEF 	∼ QJYFMT
 UIF BDUVBM MBXO TP
UIBU UIF XPSNT UIBU BSF POMZ QBSUJBMMZ JO DPOUBDU XJUI UIF CBDUFSJB BSF TUJMM DPVOUFE BT CFJOH JOTJEF
UIF MBXO 	B UZQJDBM MFOHUI PG B XPSN JO UIJT TFU VQ XBT  QJYFMT
 5IFO UIF XPSL୯୳PX JEFOUJ୮ୢFT
BSFBT PG UIF JNBHF UIBU DIBOHFE TJODF QSFWJPVT UJNF QPJOU CZ UBLJOH B EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO TVDDFTTJWF
GSBNFT BOE TFMFDUJOH MBSHF DPOOFDUFE DMVTUFST 	'JH $%
 'JOBMMZ B MJTU PG IFVSJTUJD TVCSPVUJOFT ୮ୢM

Figure 2.3: Gray scale TIFF images (A) are analyzed using a heuristicMatlab workﬂow to ﬁnd the location of the orig-
inal lawn (B), worms inside (C) and outside (D) the lawn and an estimation of the number of worms in the highlighted
areas (E).

UFST PVU BSFBT VOMJLFMZ UP SFQSFTFOU XPSNT 	CBTFE PO TJ[F TIBQF BOE MPDBUJPO
 BOE BTTJHO B OVNCFS
PG FYQFDUFE XPSNT JO BOZ HJWFO DMVTUFS CBTFE PO BSFB 	'JH &
 0ODF BMM XPSNT BSF DPVOUFE PO BMM
QMBUFT BU FBDI QPJOU PG UJNF XF EF୮ୢOF B RVBOUJUZ BWPJEBODF BU B HJWFO UJNF QPJOU BT UIF GSBDUJPO PG
XPSNT PO FBDI QMBUF UIBU XFSF GPVOE PVUTJEF UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BU UIBU UJNF BWFSBHFE PWFS BMM SFQMJDB
QMBUFT 4JODF XPSNT XFSF JOJUJBMMZ BUUSBDUFE UP UIF CBDUFSJB UIF LJOFUJDT PG BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS XBT
DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ BO JODSFBTF JO BWPJEBODF GSPN  	'JH "
 UP TPNF ୮ୢOBM GSBDUJPO 	'JH #

 %঎জঌছ঒ঙঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎ ঊজজঊঢ
'JH  TIPXT B DIBSBDUFSJTUJD CFIBWJPS PG B XPSN QPQVMBUJPO PO BO 4, QMBUF TFFEFE XJUI 1" CBD
UFSJB *O UIF ୮ୢSTU  IPVST PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU BMM 	PS NPTU
 PG UIF XPSNT SFNBJOFE XJUIJO UIF DPO
୮ୢOFT PG UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO BOE WFSZ SBSFMZ FYQMPSFE UIF QBSU PG UIF QMBUF PVUTJEF *O UIF JOJUJBM 
IPVST XPSNT TIPXFE B DMFBS QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF DJSDVNGFSFODF PG UIF MBXO XIFSF JU XBT UIF UIJDL
FTU 	EVF UP B أDP୭GFF TUBJO F୭GFDUأ
 BT UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO UIJDLFOFE JOTJEF UIF XPSNT NPWFE JOXBSE
)PXFWFS JO UIF TFDPOE IBMG PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU BO JODSFBTJOH OVNCFS PG XPSNT XFSF GPVOE PVUTJEF
UIF MBXO 5IJT أBWPJEBODFأ CFIBWJPS JT VOJRVF UP MBXOT PG QBUIPHFOJD CBDUFSJB 0O DPOUSPM QMBUFT
TFFEFE XJUI CFOJHO & DPMJ)# XPSNT EJE OPU MFBWF UIF MBXO GPS UIF EVSBUJPO PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU
	'JH 
 "U UIF TBNF UJNF OPUJDFBCMF DIBOHFT PDDVSSFE JO UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO XIJDI ୮ୢSTU CFDBNF
UIJDLFS BOE UIFO BSPVOE  IPVST JOUP UIF FYQFSJNFOU CFHBO TQSFBEJOH CFZPOE JUT PSJHJOBM DJSDV
MBS TIBQF "T CBDUFSJB XFSF VOBCMF UP TXJN PS TXBSN JO UIF IBSE BHBS NFEJVN XF BUUSJCVUFE UIFJS
TQSFBE UP DSBXMJOH XPSNT 	JOEJWJEVBM CBDUFSJBM DFMMT DPVME FBTJMZ BUUBDI UIFNTFMWFT UP UIF DVUJDMF PG
UIF BOJNBM
 DBSSZJOH UIF NJDSPPSHBOJTN PVUTJEF PG UIF MBXO XIJDI UIFO NVMUJQMJFE BOE GPSNFE OFX












Figure 2.4: Standard avoidance experiment with solitary worms exposed to pathogenic PA14 (solid line) and to benign
& DPMJHB101. Worms avoid the dangerous PA14 but they do not avoid harmless HB101.
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5P WFSJGZ JG UIF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF JT EFQFOEFOU PO UIF XPSN QPQVMBUJPO TJ[F XF QMBDFE  TUFSJMF
5+ BOJNBMT PO NVMUJQMF SFQMJDBUF QMBUFT BOE USBDLFE UIFJS QPTJUJPOT 'JH  TIPXT UIF BWPJEBODF
DVSWFT GPS FBDI HSPVQ TJ[F "MM DVSWFT TUBSU BU  	JF BMM XPSNT BSF XJUIJO UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO
 BOE PWFS
 IPVST JODSFBTF BOE TBUVSBUF UP B ୮ୢOJUF GSBDUJPO G5 BU MBUF UJNFT 	CFUXFFO  IPVST EFQFOEJOH
PO DPOEJUJPOT
 5IF WBMVF PG G5 JODSFBTFT TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ XJUI UIF JODSFBTJOH OVNCFS PG XPSNT GSPN
 GPS JTPMBUFE XPSNT UP  GPS B DPNNVOJUZ PG  XPSNT PO B QMBUF
*O BMM DBTFT XIFO UIF OVNCFS PG XPSNT QFS QMBUF XBT MFTT UIBO  BMM XPSNT SFNBJOFE JO UIF MBXO
VOUJM BSPVOE U = I "U UIJT UJNF XPSNT TUBSUFE UP MFBWF UIF MBXO BOE UIF BWPJEBODF JODSFBTFE UP
UIF ୮ୢOBM MFWFM G5 BU UJNFT MBSHFS UIBO I
5IF BWPJEBODF DVSWFT PCUBJOFE GPS HSPVQT PG  PS NPSF BOJNBMT PO B QMBUF TVHHFTU UIBU GPS TVDI
HSPVQT MBXO MFBWJOH PDDVST JO UXP TUBHFT "G୴FS∼ I TNBMM OVNCFS PG BOJNBMT MFBWF UIF MBXO BOE
UIF BWPJEBODF DVSWF QMBUFBVT BU BO JOUFSNFEJBUF MFWFM XIPTF WBMVF BOE EVSBUJPO EFQFOET PO UIF TJ[F

























Figure 2.5: PA14 avoidance byworms in groups of 1-16 animals. The pairwise differences between curves are statisti-
cally signiﬁcant, except for the pairs 1/2, 3/4, 8/12 and 12/16.
DVSWFT JODSFBTF UP UIFJS ୮ୢOBM TBUVSBUJPO WBMVFT
5P BTTFTT XIFUIFS B QBJS PG BWPJEBODF DVSWFT JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ EJ୭GFSFOU XF VTFE BO BTZNQUPUJD WFS
TJPO PG UIF "/07" 'UFTU 5IJT UFTU BMMPXT VT UP VTF B .POUF $BSMP TJNVMBUJPO UP DBMDVMBUF B
QSPCBCJMJUZ EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF OVMM IZQPUIFTJT XIFO CPUI DVSWFT BSF (BVTTJBO QSPDFTTFT XJUI DP
WBSJBODF GVODUJPOT DPNQVUFE GSPN UIF EBUB *O 'JH  BMNPTU BMM DVSWFT BSF EJ୭GFSFOU QBJSXJTF BQBSU
GSPN B GFX BEKBDFOU POFT 	 BOE   BOE   BOE   BOE 

8F DPODMVEF UIBU JODSFBTJOH UIF OVNCFS PG BOJNBMT PO B QMBUF BDDFMFSBUFT BWPJEBODF  UIF EJ୭GFS
FODF CFUXFFO B TJOHMF XPSN BOE B XPSN DVSWFT BU ॎ BWPJEBODF JT  IPVST BOE JU EJNJOJTIFT
CFUXFFO TVDDFTTJWF DVSWFT BT UIF QPQVMBUJPO TJ[F HSPXT
 "টঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎ জ঒ঐগঊক ঒জ ঍঎ঙঘজ঒ঝ঎঍ ঒গ ঝ঑঎ ঋঊঌঝ঎ছ঒ঊক কঊঠগ
5IJT QPQVMBUJPO TJ[F EFQFOEFODZ TVHHFTUT TPNF MFWFM PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO CFUXFFO DPOTQFDJ୮ୢDT 8F
UIFSFGPSF IZQPUIFTJ[FE UIBU UIF BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS JT ESJWFO CZ B QIFSPNPOF EFQPTJUFE CZ TUSFTTFE
XPSNT EJSFDUMZ JOUP UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO 5IJT TJHOBM XPVME CF EFUFDUBCMF CZ OBJWF XPSNT BOE JU XPVME

BDDFMFSBUF UIFJS BWPJEBODF 8F UIFSFGPSF JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF BWPJEBODF PG XPSNT PO 1" MBXO XIJDI
IBE CFFO QSFFYQPTFE UP BOPUIFS CBUDI PG OFNBUPEFT
*O UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH TUBHF PG UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUT 	'JH "
 XF QMBDFE B SJOH JO UIF NJEEMF PG UIF
QMBUF QJQFUUFE BO PWFSOJHIU DVMUVSF PG 1" JOUP UIF DFOUFS PG UIF QFUSJ EJTI BOE BG୴FS I JODVCBUJPO
USBOTGFSSFE  XPSNT 5IF NFUBM SJOH FOTVSFE UIBU UIF XPSNT TUBZFE JO UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO GPS UIF
FOUJSF EVSBUJPO PG UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH QIBTF BOE BMTP QSFWFOUFE UIF XPSNT GSPN TQSFBEJOH UIF CBDUF
SJBM MBXO "G୴FS I I PS I XF DBSFGVMMZ SFNPWFE UIF SJOH BOE BMM UIF XPSNT BOE SFQMBDFE UIFN
XJUI B GSFTI OBJWF CBUDI PG OFNBUPEFT 	FJUIFS TJOHMF XPSNT PS HSPVQT PG 
 BOE UIFO XF USBDLFE UIF
BWPJEBODF JO UJNF
'JH # 	$
 TIPXT UIF BWPJEBODF DVSWFT GPS TJOHMF XPSNT 	 XPSNT
 /FNBUPEFT CFHJO UP
BWPJE UIF MBXO FBSMJFS PO UIF DPOEJUJPOFE QMBUFT BOE UIF F୭GFDU CFDPNFT NPSF QSPOPVODFE BT UIF
DPOEJUJPOJOH UJNF JODSFBTFT 0O DPOEJUJPOFE QMBUFT XJUI  XPSNT IBMG PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO MFG୴ UIF
MBXO VQ UP I FBSMJFS UIBO JO UIF DPOUSPM 8IFO UIF XPSNT XFSF JTPMBUFE PO UIF QMBUFT UIFZ XFSF
BCMF UP MFBWF VQ UP I FBSMJFS PO UIF DPOEJUJPOFE QMBUFT 5IJT TVQQPSUT UIF NPEFM UIBU OBJWF XPSNT
BSF BCMF UP EFUFDU UIF BWPJEBODF TJHOBM MFG୴ JO UIF MBXO CZ BO JOEFQFOEFOU TFU PG BOJNBMT
*G B QIFSPNPOF TJHOBM EFQPTJUFE JOUP UIF MBXO ESJWFT UIF BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS XF QSFEJDUFE UIBU
JU XPVME CF NPSF EJMVUFE JO MBSHFS MBXOT BOE UIFSFGPSF UIF BOJNBMT XPVME TUBSU MFBWJOH UIF CBDUFSJB
MBUFS 5P GVSUIFS DPO୮ୢSN UIJT IZQPUIFTJT XF QSFQBSFE QMBUFT XJUI B TUBOEBSE NFUIPE BOE WBSZJOH
BNPVOUT PG CBDUFSJB 	ɉM
 UIBU QSPEVDFE MBXO TJ[FT  UP  UJNFT MBSHFS UIBO B TUBOEBSE ɉM
MBXO BOE QMBDFE  XPSNT PO FBDI QMBUF 'JH  TIPXT UIBU JOEFFE BWPJEBODF JT EFMBZFE JO MBSHFS
MBXOT 	UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF TNBMMFTU BOE MBSHFTU MBXOT JT I
 UIVT GVSUIFS TVQQPSUJOH UIF IZ
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Figure 2.6: (A) Schematic of the preconditioning experiment. (B+C) Avoidance of solitary (B) and groups of 16 (C)
worms exposed to lawns preconditioned for 12, 18 or 30 hours. The pairwise differences between curves are statisti-






















Figure 2.7: Avoidance of 8 worms on lawns of different areas (from 0.66 to 3.43 relative to standard lawns 8-9mm in
diameter).
 8ঘছখ ঝছঊ঒গ঒গঐ ঎এএ঎ঌঝ ঘগ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
*OTUFBE PG QSF FYQPTJOH UIF CBDUFSJB UP $ FMFHBOTXF DBO FYQPTF UIF XPSNT UP UIF QBUIPHFO CFGPSF
UIF BTTBZ BOE UIFO UFTU JG UIFSF JT BOZ NFNPSZ F୭GFDU JO UIF BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS $ FMFHBOT IBWF CFFO
TIPXO UP CF DBQBCMF PG BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH  JO B QSPDFTT JO XIJDI QSFFYQPTVSF UP 1" QSPNQUT UIF
BOJNBMT UP QSFGFS 01 CBDUFSJB UP 1" EFTQJUF BO JOOBUF QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF MBUUFS " EFUBJMFE OFV
SPOBM DJSDVJU IBT CFFO JEFOUJ୮ୢFE UIBU BMMPXT UIF BOJNBMT UP DIBOHF UIFJS QSFGFSFODF JO B DIPJDF BTTBZ
BG୴FS IMPOH USBJOJOH PO 1"  XIJDI TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF XPSNT BSF BCMF UP MFBSO OPU UP DIPPTF UIF
1" JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PG UIFJS DPOTQFDJ୮ୢDT "MUIPVHI PVS BWPJEBODF BTTBZT OFWFS QSPWJEF B DIPJDF PG
GPPE GPS UIF XPSNT UIJT MFBSOJOH NFDIBOJTN DPVME CF SFMFWBOU JO QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF BT UIF USBJOJOH
PO 1" JO DIPJDF BTTBZT BSF TJNJMBS UP UIF ୮ୢSTU TFWFSBM IPVST PG UIF BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT
8F EFDJEFE UP ୮ୢOE PVU XIFUIFS QSFFYQPTVSF PG $ FMFHBOT UP 1" CFGPSF UIF BTTBZ XPVME BDDFM
FSBUF BWPJEBODF 5IFSFGPSF XF JOWFTUJHBUFE XPSNT USBJOFE PO 1" GPS I 	TFF 'JH 
 8F VTFE
UXP EJ୭GFSFOU USBJOJOH DPOEJUJPOT  JO أIJHI EFOTJUZ USBJOJOHأ BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  XPSNT XFSF USBJOFE
PO TUBOEBSE BTTBZ QMBUFT XJUI B MBXO PG SBEJVT NN 	BU B EFOTJUZ PG  XPSNNN 'JH "
 *O




































Figure 2.8:Worm training experimental procedure (A). Avoidance of single (B) and 16worms (C) trained on small
(dashed) or large (dashed-dotted) lawns. All (none) of the curves are statistically different in A (B) respectively. Worms
pre-exposed to PA14 avoid the bacteria sooner only if the training happened on small lawns and the nematodes are
assayed in small groups.

أMPX EFOTJUZ USBJOJOHأ  XPSNT XFSF USBOTGFSSFE UP DN QMBUFT GVMMZ DPWFSFE XJUI 1" 	BU B
EFOTJUZ PG  XPSNNN 'JH #
 5IF XPSN EFOTJUZ XBT  UJNFT TNBMMFS PO MBSHF QMBUFT
0ODF UIF USBJOJOH XBT EPOF UIF XPSNT XFSF USBOTGFSSFE UP BTTBZ QMBUFT 	TJOHMF XPSNT PS JO HSPVQT PG

 BOE UIFJS CFIBWJPS SFDPSEFE
5IF XPSNT USBJOFE JO IJHI EFOTJUZ DPOEJUJPOT BOE UIFO TFQBSBUFE BOE QMBDFE JOEJWJEVBMMZ PO
BTTBZ QMBUFT XFSF UIF POMZ POFT UIBU TIPXFE BOZ F୭GFDU PG USBJOJOH  UIFZ XFSF MFBWJOH UIF MBXO I
CFGPSF UIF OBJWF DPOUSPM 	'JH $
 (SPVQT PG  XPSNT USBJOFE JO BOZ DPOEJUJPO 	'JH %
 EJE
OPU EJ୭GFS GSPN DPOUSPM XIJDI TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF CFOF୮ୢUT PG QSFFYQPTVSF NBZ CF OFHMJHJCMF DPNQBSFE
UP B DPPQFSBUJPO PG UIF HSPVQ JO DPWFSJOH UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO XJUI UIF QIFSPNPOF 5IF F୭GFDUT PG
USBJOJOH XFSF BMTP BCTFOU JO TJOHMF XPSNT USBJOFE PO MBSHF MBXOT 	'JH $
 5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU GPS BO
F୭GFDUJWF QSFFYQPTVSF UIF USBJOJOH DPOEJUJPOT NVTU JODMVEF B MBSHFS EFOTJUZ PG XPSNT BOE UIF BCJMJUZ
UP MFBWF UIF MBXO
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8PSNT JOUFHSBUF TFWFSBM FOWJSPONFOUBM DVFT UIBU EFUFSNJOF UIFJS DIPJDF PG XIFUIFS UP SFNBJO JO UIF
PSJHJOBM MBXO PS MFBWF 	FH QSFTFODF PG CBDUFSJBM GPPE BOE BOZ QPUFOUJBM QIFSPNPOBM DVFT
 "EEJUJPO
BMMZ UIF BTTPDJBUJWF MFBSOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT  TIPX UIBU FYQPTVSF UP 1" DBO DIBOHF UIFJS QSFGFSFODF
PWFS MPOHFS QFSJPET PG UJNF " RVFTUJPO BSJTFT IPX QFSNBOFOU BSF UIF DIPJDFT NBEF CZ UIF BOJNBMT
PODF B OFNBUPEF MFBWFT UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO EPFT JU FWFS DPNF CBDL *G TP IPX MPOH EPFT JU UBLF JU UP
SFWFSU JUT QSFGFSFODF 8F DBO BOTXFS UIFTF RVFTUJPOT CZ USBDLJOH B TJOHMF XPSN QFS QMBUF XIJDI XJMM
BMMPX VT UP SFDPSE JUT TQFDJ୮ୢD IJTUPSZ
5IF EBUB GPS FBDI XPSN JT B CJOBSZ UJNF TFSJFT JOEJDBUJOH XIFUIFS UIF XPSN XBT GPVOE JOTJEF
PS PVUTJEF UIF MBXO 8F EJWJEFE UIF FOUJSF QPQVMBUJPO PG JTPMBUFE XPSNT JOUP BOJNBMT UIBU XFSF
XJUIJO UIF MBXO 	أJO QPQVMBUJPOأ QJO5  HSFFO DVSWF JO 'JH "
 BOE PVUTJEF PG JU 	أPVU QPQVMBUJPOأ

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Figure 2.9: (A) Avoidance curves for subpopulation of isolated worms that were inside (dashed, green) or outside (dot-
ted, red) at time 27h post infection (division time T=27h). (B) Averaged difference between the ”in” and ”out” curves
for all division times 0h<T<37h plotted as a function of time difference from T. The red curves are exponentials de-
caying with .I time constant. $ FMFHBOT enter and leave the lawn continuously and the probability that a givenworm
switches between in and out state decays with two distinct timescales: a short<20min and long∼5.5h.

QPVU5  SFE DVSWF JO 'JH "
 BU B HJWFO UJNF QPJOU 	FH 5 = I JO 'JH "
  5IFO XF GPMMPXFE
UIFTF UXP TVCQPQVMBUJPOT TFQBSBUFMZ JO UJNF BOE QMPUUFE UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF BWPJEBODF DVSWFT QJO5 (U) BOE
QPVU5 (U) 5IF EJ୭GFSFODF PG UIFTF UXP DVSWFT 15(U) = QPVU5 (U) − QJO5 (U)XBT FRVBM UP VOJUZ BU U = 5 CZ
DPOTUSVDUJPO BOE UIFO EFDBZFE UP [FSP BU U = I BOE I
8F DBMDVMBUFE 15 DVSWFT GPS BMM I < 5 < I BOE QMPUUFE UIFN XJUI U = 5 BT UIF PSJHJO
	JF FBDI QMPU XBT FRVBM UP POF BU UIF PSJHJO
 'JH # TIPXT UIF BWFSBHF PG DVSWFT DPOTUSVDUFE JO
UIJT XBZ  UIF NFBO DVSWF QFBLT BU VOJUZ BU UIF PSJHJO BOE UIFO EFDBZT UP [FSP PO CPUI TJEFT 5IFSF
JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ NPSF OPJTF BU OFHBUJWF FOE PG UIF QMPU CFDBVTF BU UIF FBSMZ UJNFT PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU
BMNPTU BMM XPSNT BSF JOTJEF PG UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO 5IF أPVU QPQVMBUJPOأ JT WFSZ TNBMM XIJDI SFTVMUT JO
IJHIFS WBSJBCJMJUZ 5IF EFDBZ GSPN UIF QFBL IBQQFOT JO UXP TUBHFT 'JSTU XJUIJO UIF  NJOVUFT UIF
DVSWF EFDSFBTFT CZ ॎ UIFO JU EFDBZT XJUI B TJOHMF FYQPOFOUJBM PO CPUI TJEFT XJUI B UJNF DPOTUBOU PG
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ .± .I
8IFO XF QFSGPSNFE UIF FYQFSJNFOU XJUI  XPSNT PO FBDI QMBUF 	BG୴FS I XF SFNPWFE BMM
XPSNT UIBU XFSF PVUTJEF PG UIF MBXO BU UIBU JOTUBOU BOE UIFO GPMMPXFE UIF CFIBWJPS PG UIF SFTU
 UIF
TZTUFN FRVJMJCSBUFE XJUIJO UIF ୮ୢSTU  NJO UIBU JU UPPL CFUXFFO SFNPWJOH UIF BOJNBMT BOE MPBEJOH
UIF QMBUFT JOUP UIF 9: TUBHF
5IJT BOBMZTJT TIPXT UIBU UIFSF BSF UXP EJTUJODU UJNF TDBMFT BU XIJDI $ FMFHBOT DIBOHF UIFJS MPDB
UJPO CFUXFFO JO BOE PVU PG UIF MBXO "U TIPSU UJNF TDBMF 	<NJO
 PWFS IBMG UIF BOJNBMT XJMM DIBOHF
UIFJS MPDBUJPO XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF MBXO )PXFWFS UIF SFNBJOJOH OFNBUPEFT XJMM CF NPSF MJLFMZ UP
TUBZ BOE UIFJS QSFGFSFODF XJMM EFDBZ FYQPOFOUJBMMZ XJUI UIF UJNF DPOTUBOU PG I 8IFO UIFSF BSF
NVMUJQMF XPSNT PO UIF QMBUF UIF TZTUFN FRVJMJCSBUFT DPNQMFUFMZ XJUIJO  NJO
5IF GBDU UIBU UIF XPSNT NPWF JO BOE PVU PG UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO FYQMBJOT IPX UIF CBDUFSJB BSF BCMF
UP TQSFBE BDSPTT UIF QMBUF *O IBSE BHBS DPOEJUJPOT UIF 1" CBDUFSJBM BSF VOBCMF UP NPWF 	CZ TXJN
NJOH PS TXBSNJOH
 UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO EPFT OPU FYQBOE XIFO UIFSF BSF OP XPSNT QSFTFOU 8IFO UIF
OFNBUPEFT NPWF UISPVHI UIF MBXO JOEJWJEVBM CBDUFSJBM DFMMT BSF BCMF UP BUUBDI UIFNTFMWFT UP UIF DV

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Figure 2.10: Correlation between avoidance and bacterial spreading for a standard avoidance assay (openmarkers) as
well as for 18h and 30h conditioning assays (red and green solid markers respectively) for solitary worms. (B-C) A box
plot showing distributions of avoidance (B) and bacterial spreading (C) for avoidance and conditioning experiments in
(A). Single and three stars indicate statistically signiﬁcant difference at p<0.02 and p<10-6 level according to ANOVA.
The lawn occupancy fraction depends on how long the lawnwas exposed to the$ FMFHBOT and is independent of how
much the lawnwas spread.
UJDMF PG UIF XPSNT BOE IJUDI B SJEF UP BSFBT PG UIF QMBUF GSFF PG CBDUFSJBM PDDVQBUJPO 5IFSF UIFZ DBO
TFFE B OFX DPMPOZ UIBU XJMM HSPX PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG TFWFSBM IPVST UP CF WJTJCMF JO PVS FYQFSJNFOUBM
TFUVQ 0ODF UIJT FYUFSOBM MBXO BQQFBST $ FMFHBOTNJHIU CF BUUSBDUFE BXBZ GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO
UP UIF OFX TPVSDFT PG GPPE 5IJT SJTFT UIF RVFTUJPO IPX NVDI EPFT UIF HSPXJOH MBXO DPOUSJCVUF
UP UIF NFBTVSFE BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS 5IF OFYU TFDUJPO 	BOE UIF GPMMPXJOH DIBQUFS
 XJMM TIPX UIBU
BWPJEBODF QSFDFEFT UIF MBXO FYQBOTJPO BOE JO GBDU JT B ESJWJOH GPSDF CFIJOE JU
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 XF DBO BOTXFS B RVFTUJPO BCPVU UIF SFMBUJPO PG QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF BOE CBDUFSJBM TQSFBE
JOH *O QSJODJQMF UIF XPSNT B୭GFDU UIF CBDUFSJB PO UIF QMBUF JO UXP XBZT 'JSTU BSF UIF DIFNJDBM PS
NPSQIPMPHJDBM NPEJ୮ୢDBUJPOT UP UIF MBXO XIJDI XF IBWF EJTDVTTFE JO QSFWJPVT TFDUJPOT 5IF TFDPOE
JT UIF CBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOH DBVTFE XIFO NJDSPPSHBOJTNT BEIFSJOH UP UIF DVUJDMF TFFE OFX DPMPOJFT
BSPVOE UIF QMBUF XIFO XPSNT MFBWF UIF MBXO
5IJT MFBET UP B RVFTUJPO  EP UIF XPSNT BWPJE UIF MBXO CFDBVTF PG UIF EFQPTJUFE QIFSPNPOF PS
TJNQMZ CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF BUUSBDUFE UP OFX TPVSDFT PG GPPE BG୴FS UIF CBDUFSJB XFSF TQSFBE

5P BOTXFS UIJT RVFTUJPO XF DPNQBSFE UISFF FYQFSJNFOUT " TUBOEBSE BWPJEBODF BTTBZ BT EF
TDSJCFE JO UIF ୮ୢSTU DIBQUFS PG 3FTVMUT 	'JH 
 BOE I BOE I DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT 	'JH 

8F QSFTFOU UIF EBUB JO 'JH " IPMMPX NBSLFST DPSSFTQPOE UP UIF DPOUSPM FYQFSJNFOU SFE GVMM
TRVBSFT UP I DPOEJUJPOJOH BOE HSFFO GVMM USJBOHMFT UP I DPOEJUJPOJOH &BDI NBSLFS DPSSFTQPOET
UP POF UJNF QPJOU JO UIF FYQFSJNFOU GPS TJOHMF XPSNT 5IF WFSUJDBM BYJT JT UIF BWPJEBODF BT TIPXO
JO 'JH  BOE 'JH # 5IF IPSJ[POUBM BYJT NFBTVSFT أCBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOHأ XIJDI JT BO BWFSBHF CF
UXFFO BMM SFQMJDBUF QMBUFT PG B UPUBM MBXO BSFB NJOVT UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BSFB BU B HJWFO UJNF
*O UIF TUBOEBSE FYQFSJNFOU UIFSF JT OP MJNJUBUJPO UP XPSNTؠ NPWFNFOU BOE CPUI F୭GFDUT 	NPE
J୮ୢDBUJPO PG UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE TQSFBEJOH
 DBO UBLF QMBDF 0WFS UJNF UIF MBXO TJ[F JODSFBTFT BOE
BWPJEBODF JT MJOFBSMZ DPSSFMBUFE XJUI UIF BNPVOU PG TQSFBEJOH 	IPMMPX NBSLFST JO 'JH "
 0O UIF
PUIFS IBOE CPUI DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT QSFWFOU UIF XPSNT GSPN MFBWJOH UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO GPS
I PS I CFGPSF UIF TUBSU PG UIF BTTBZ UISPVHI UIF VTF PG B NFUBM SJOH *O UIBU UJNF UIF DPOEJUJPO
JOH XPSNT BSF POMZ BCMF UP B୭GFDU UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO 5IFSFGPSF JG TQSFBEJOH JT ESJWJOH UIF BWPJEBODF
EZOBNJDT XF TIPVME TFF OP EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF DPOUSPM BOE DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT CFDBVTF JO
CPUI DBTFT UIF MBXO TQSFBEJOH JT TNBMM BU UIF TUBSU PG UIF BTTBZ )PXFWFS JG BWPJEBODF JT B୭GFDUFE POMZ
CZ UIF TUBUF PG UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO UIFO XF TIPVME TFF JODSFBTFE BWPJEBODF JO UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJ
NFOUT BU FWFO TNBMM WBMVFT PG TQSFBEJOH BT UIF XPSNT TUBZ DMFBS PG UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO CVU UIF CBDUFSJB
EJE OPU IBWF UJNF UP HSPX PVUTJEF PG JU
'JH " TIPXT UIBU ॎ 	ॎ
 PG UIF XPSNT MFG୴ UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO JO I 	I
 DPOEJUJPOJOH
FYQFSJNFOU XIFO UIF OFX MBXO IBE TQSFBE UP MFTT UIBO NN "U UIF TBNF MFWFM PG TQSFBEJOH POMZ
ॎ PG BOJNBMT IBE BWPJEFE UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO JO UIF DPOUSPM FYQFSJNFOU
'VSUIFSNPSF UIF FYUFOU UP XIJDI UIF XPSNT BWPJE UIF MBXO JO I 	I
 DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJ
NFOUT NBUDIFT WFSZ DMPTFMZ UIF BWPJEBODF JO DPOUSPM CFUXFFO II 	II
 5IF EJTUSJCVUJPOT
PG BWPJEBODF JO UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUT BSF TIPXO JO 'JH # 6TJOH POF XBZ "/07" UFTU UIF QWBMVF
CFUXFFO I DPOEJUJPOJOH BOE II DPOUSPM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG BWPJEBODF JT  BOE CFUXFFO I

DPOEJUJPOJOH BOE II DPOUSPM   	BMM PUIFS QWBMVFT BSF CFMPX 
 5IFSFGPSF XF DBOOPU
SFKFDU UIF OVMM IZQPUIFTJT UIBU UIFTF BWPJEBODF EJTUSJCVUJPOT BSF UIF TBNF *O UVSO UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH
QWBMVFT GPS UIF EJTUSJCVUJPOT PG BSFBT PG TQSFBEFE MBXOT 	'JH $
 BSF . · − 	I DPOEJUJPOJOH
BOE II DPOUSPM
 BOE  	I DPOEJUJPOJOH BOE II DPOUSPM

5IFTF EJ୭GFSFOU MBXO BSFB EJTUSJCVUJPOT CFUXFFO DPOUSPM BOE DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT MFBE UP
TJNJMBS BWPJEBODF BOE UIFSFGPSF UIFTF UXP F୭GFDUT BSF MJLFMZ EFDPVQMFE 8F DPODMVEF UIBU UIF ESJWJOH
GPSDF CFIJOE BWPJEBODF BSF DIFNJDBM PS NPSQIPMPHJDBM DIBOHFT UP UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE UIF CBDUFSJBM
TQSFBEJOH JT NFSFMZ B DPOTFRVFODF PG BWPJEBODF JUTFMG
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগজ
*O UIJT DIBQUFS XF EFWFMPQFE B OFX BVUPNBUJD JNBHJOH TZTUFN UIBU NFBTVSFT UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG
$ FMFHBOT OFNBUPEFT JO B TMPX LJMMJOH BTTBZ 6TJOH UIJT TFUVQ XF TIPXFE UIBU UIF SBUF BU XIJDI UIF
XPSNT FWBDVBUF B MBXO PG QBUIPHFOJD CBDUFSJB EFQFOET PO UIF EFOTJUZ PG BOJNBMT 5IJT OPWFM QIF
OPNFOPO TVHHFTUT TPNF GPSN PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO CFUXFFO DPOTQFDJ୮ୢDT 8F EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU JU JT
JOEJSFDU BOE JU PDDVST UISPVHI UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO BT UIF BMBSN TJHOBM MFG୴ CZ POF CBUDI PG XPSNT DBO
CF EFUFDUFE CZ BO JOEFQFOEFOU OBJWF TFU PG BOJNBMT
5SBJOJOH PG UIF BOJNBMT 	QSF FYQPTJOH UIFN UP 1" CFGPSF UIF BTTBZ
 IBT OP DMFBS F୭GFDU PO UIF
DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF TVHHFTUJOH UIBU BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH CFIBWJPS  JT BO JOEFQFOEFOU QIFOPNFOPO
'VSUIFSNPSF XF TIPXFE UIBU UIF BWPJEBODF JT B EZOBNJD QSPDFTT XJUI XPSNT FOUFSJOH BOE MFBW
JOH UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO NVMUJQMF UJNFT UISPVHIPVU UIF FYQFSJNFOU XJUI UXP EJTUJODU UJNFTDBMFT
5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU UIFZ NBZ CF CBMBODJOH B QFSDFJWFE EBOHFS 	RVBOUJ୮ୢFE CZ UIF MFWFM PG UIF BMBSN
QIFSPNPOF
 BOE IVOHFS UP BEKVTU UIF UJNF UIFZ TQFOE PVUTJEF BOE JOTJEF UIF MBXO 8F BMTP TIPXFE
UIBU CBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOH CFZPOE UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO 	XIJDI CFDPNFT NPSF QSPNJOFOU BU MBUFS TUBHFT PG
UIF FYQFSJNFOU
 JT B CZQSPEVDU PG UIF OFNBUPEFTؠ NPWFNFOU

5IFTF SFTVMUT TVQQPSU UIF IZQPUIFTJT UIBU UIF XPSNT BSF DBQBCMF PG EFQPTJUJOH B XBSOJOH TJHOBM
BT B DPOTFRVFODF PG JOGFDUJPO 5IF OBUVSF PG UIJT TJHOBM JT VODMFBS CVU JU DPVME FJUIFS CF B DIFNJDBM
TJHOBM QSPEVDFE CZ UIF XPSNT BOE EJSFDUMZ EFUFDUFE CZ PUIFS OFNBUPEFT PS UIF $ FMFHBOT DBO IBWF
BO F୭GFDU PO UIF CBDUFSJB UIFNTFMWFT 	UISPVHI CFUUFS BFSBUJPO PG UIF MBXO PS 1" DPVME EFUFDU UIF
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 TFFEFE XJUI 01 8PSNT XFSF BMMPXFE UP EFWFMPQ GPS I BU $ *O UIFTF
DPOEJUJPOT> % SFBDIFE BEVMUIPPE BOE XFSF TUFSJMF

 "টঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎ ঊজজঊঢজ
1 BFSVHJOPTB BOE & DPMJ BWPJEBODF BTTBZT XFSF QFSGPSNFE PO TPMJE 4, NFEJVN  8F VTFE DN
QMBUFT XJUI NM PG BQQSPQSJBUF NFEJB 5P QSFQBSF 1" QMBUFT ɉM 	PS ɉM ɉM ɉM ɉM BOE
ɉM JO DBTF PG WBSJBCMF MBXO BSFB WFSTJPO PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU
 PG Y DPODFOUSBUFE PWFSOJHIU DVMUVSF
XFSF TQPUUFE JO UIF NJEEMF PG BO 4, QMBUF 1MBUFT XFSF MFG୴ UP ESZ JO B MBNJOBS ୯୳PX IPPE GPS I XJUI
PQFO MJET 5IF MJET XFSF UIFO SFQMBDFE BOE UIF QMBUFT XFSF JODVCBUFE BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF GPS BO BE
EJUJPOBM IPVS 'PS DPOUSPM FYQFSJNFOUT ɉM PG & DPMJ )# DVMUVSF XFSF TQPUUFE JO UIF NJEEMF PG
BO 4, QMBUF BOE JODVCBUFE PWFSOJHIU BU $ 1MBUFT XFSF UIFO BMMPXFE UP DPPM EPXO GPS  NJOVUFT
BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF &BDI BWPJEBODF DVSWF SFQSFTFOUT BO BWFSBHF BWPJEBODF PO      
BOE  QMBUFT GPS TPMJUBSZ UXP UISFF GPVS FJHIU UXFMWF BOE TJYUFFO XPSNT SFTQFDUJWFMZ "U MFBTU UXP




1" TMPX LJMMJOH BTTBZ XBT QFSGPSNFE BDDPSEJOH UP TUBOEBSE QSPDFEVSF  #SJF୯୳Z B ɉM PG BO
PWFSOJHIU DVMUVSF PG 1" JO -# XBT TQPUUFE POUP B DFOUFS PG BO 4, QMBUF 1MBUFT XFSF UIFO JODV
CBUFE BU $ GPS I BOE UIFO BO BEEJUJPOBM I BU $  QMBUFT XJUI  XPSNT FBDI 	 XPSNT
JO UPUBM
 XFSF VTFE BOE  QMBUFT XJUI TPMJUBSZ XPSNT %FBE BOE BMJWF XPSNT XFSF DPVOUFE FWFSZ 
IPVST GPS  EBZT
 -ঊঠগ ঌঘগ঍঒ঝ঒ঘগ঒গঐ ঊজজঊঢ
" TUBJOMFTT TUFFM XBTIFS 	PCUBJOFE GSPN .D.BTUFS$BSS DBUBMPH OVNCFS " XBTIFE BOE BV
UPDMBWFE CFGPSF FWFSZ VTF
 XBT QMBDFE JO UIF NJEEMF PG BO 4, QMBUF ɉM PG Y DPODFOUSBUFE PWFSOJHIU
DVMUVSF PG 1" XFSF DBSFGVMMZ ESPQQFE JOUP UIF NJEEMF PG UIF SJOH 	UBLJOH DBSF UIBU UIF MJRVJE EPFT

OPU UPVDI JU
 "G୴FS BO IPVS PG ESZJOH JO MBNJOBS ୯୳PX IPPE 	XJUIPVU UIF MJET
 BOE BO IPVSMPOH JO
DVCBUJPO 	XJUI MJET PO
 BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF  XPSNT XFSF QMBDFE POUP CBDUFSJB BOE QMBUFT XFSF
JODVCBUFE BU $ "U UIF FOE PG UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH QFSJPE 	  PS  IPVST
 UIF SJOHT XFSF DBSFGVMMZ
SFNPWFE BOE BMM XPSNT XFSF QJDLFE *G UIF QSPDFEVSF EBNBHFE UIF BHBS JO BOZ XBZ PS JG BOZ XPSN
XBT GPVOE PVUTJEF PG UIF JOOFS EJBNFUFS PG UIF SJOH UIF QMBUF XBT EJTDBSEFE /BJWF XPSNT XFSF TVC
TFRVFOUMZ USBOTGFSSFE POUP UIF DPOEJUJPOFE MBXO BOE UIFJS BWPJEBODF XBT NPOJUPSFE " DPOUSPM
DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOU GPMMPXT UIF TBNF QSPDFEVSF BT 1" BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT FYDFQU UIBU UIF
QMBUFT XFSF JODVCBUFE GPS UIF EVSBUJPO PG UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH QFSJPE XJUI OP XPSNT
 *খঊঐ঎ ঊঌહঞ঒জ঒ঝ঒ঘগ ঊগ঍ ঊগঊকঢজ঒জ ঠঘছঔএকঘঠ
*NBHF BDRVJTJUJPO IBSEXBSF XBT CBTFE PO B $/$ 3PVUFS 'JSFCBMM 7 	XXXQSPCPUJYDPN
 XJUI
TJEF TUFQ NPUPS ESJWFS LJU BOUJCBDLMBTI BOE 3' *TPMBUFE 1#9ୖ3' #SFBLPVU #PBSE 5IF $/$
SPVUFS HBOUSZ DBSSJFE B /JLPO % 	PS %Y JOUFSDIBOHFBCMZ
 DPOTVNFSHSBEF DBNFSB XJUI B /JLPO
NN ' .JDSP /JLLPS DMPTF VQ MFOT #PUI UIF 9: TUBHF BOE UIF DBNFSB XFSF DPOUSPMMFE CZ B
DPNQVUFS VTJOH -JOVY $/$ TPG୴XBSF 	XXXMJOVYDODPSH
 BOE H1IPUP DPNNBOEMJOF JOUFSGBDF
	XXXHQIPUPPSH
 5IF FOUJSF TZTUFN DBQBCMF PG JNBHJOH VQ UP  QMBUFT XBT FODMPTFE JO B EBSL
CPY JO B UFNQFSBUVSFDPOUSPMMFE SPPN 	$ q 
 *MMVNJOBUJPO XBT QSPWJEFE CZ  SFE -&%T XJSFE
JO QBSBMMFM BOE NPVOUFE PO B QMBTUJD SJOH NN JO EJBNFUFS 5IF EJPEFT XFSF TVTQFOEFE VOEFS UIF
DBNFSB BU UIF MFWFM PG UIF BHBS TVSGBDF 1MBUFT XFSF UIVT JO UIF EBSL EVSJOH NPTU PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU
BOE XFSF POMZ JMMVNJOBUFE CSJF୯୳Z XIFO JNBHFE 4VJUBCMZ DSPQQFE JNBHFT XFSF TBWFE BU Y
PS Y SFTPMVUJPO BOE CJU EFQUI " TFNJBVUPNBUJD IFVSJTUJD JNBHF BOBMZTJT XPSL୯୳PX XSJU
UFO JO .BUMBC 	.BUIXPSLT ."
 JEFOUJ୮ୢFE UIF MPDBUJPO PG UIF PSJHJOBM CBDUFSJBM MBXO QPTJUJPOT PG
JOEJWJEVBM XPSNT BOE BSFBT XIFSF CBDUFSJB XFSF TQSFBE

 4ঝঊঝ঒জঝ঒ঌঊক ঊগঊকঢজ঒জ
4UBUJTUJDBM UFTU GPS TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO UIF BWPJEBODF DVSWFT IBT CFFO QFSGPSNFE VTJOH BO BTZNQUPUJD
WFSTJPO PG UIF "/07" 'UFTU 8F VTFE .POUF $BSMP TJNVMBUJPOT UP PCUBJO FNQJSJDBMMZ UIF
BTZNQUPUJD EJTUSJCVUJPO VOEFS B OVMM IZQPUIFTJT UIBU UIF UXP DVSWFT BSF UBLFO GSPN UIF TBNF (BVT
TJBO QSPDFTT XJUI TUBUJTUJDT UBLFO GSPN UIF EBUB 5IF SFTVMUT SFQPSUFE JOEJDBUF B UISFTIPME PO TUBUJTUJ




*O UIJT DIBQUFS XF JOWFTUJHBUF NPSF DMPTFMZ UIF EFQFOEFODF PG QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF PO UIF HSPXJOH
FYUFSOBM MBXO BOE TIPX UIBU JOEFFE UIF XPSNT BSF SFQVMTFE GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE BUUSBDUFE
UP UIF OFX CBDUFSJB 5IJT F୭GFDU DPVME CF BUUSJCVUFE UP FJUIFS B SFQVMTJWF QIFSPNPOF EFQPTJUFE CZ
TUSFTTFE XPSNT UIBU ESJWFT UIFN BXBZ GSPN UIF PME MBXO PS QVUBUJWF BUUSBDUJWF OBUVSF PG GSFTIMZ
HSPXO MBXOT 5P SFTPMWF XIJDI F୭GFDU JT CFIJOE UIF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF XF GPDVT PO UIF ୮ୢSTU 
5IJT DIBQUFS JT UIF SFTVMU PG XPSL EPOF JO DPMMBCPSBUJPO XJUI *VMJB /FBHV

IPVST PG UIF BWPJEBODF BTTBZT XIFSF OP TQSFBEJOH IBT PDDVSSFE ZFU 	UIF OFXMZ TFFEFE CBDUFSJB EJE
OPU IBWF UJNF UP HSPX
 CVU UIF XPSNT BMSFBEZ CFHJO UP BCBOEPO UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO JO B EFOTJUZ EF
QFOEFOU NBOOFS 8F QSFTFOU B TUBUF QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM NPEFM UIBU XF VTF UP SFQSPEVDF UIF RVBM
JUBUJWF GFBUVSFT PG UIF BWPJEBODF BTTBZT BOE TIPX UIBU B QIFSPNPOF EFQPTJUFE JOUP UIF MBXO CZ UIF
XPSNT DBO JOEFFE FYQMBJO UIF JOJUJBM FWBDVBUJPO PG UIF MBXO
 #ঊঌঝ঎ছ঒ঊক জঙছ঎ঊ঍঒গঐ ঒জ ঌঘছছ঎কঊঝ঎঍ ঠ঒ঝ঑ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
"T XF IBWF EJTDVTTFE JO $IBQUFS  UIFSF BSF UXP QSPDFTTFT UBLJOH QMBDF EVSJOH BO BWPJEBODF FYQFSJ
NFOU B DIFNJDBM 	PS NPSQIPMPHJDBM
 NPEJ୮ୢDBUJPO PG UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE CBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOH 8F
IBWF TIPXO VTJOH UIF DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT UIBU UIF ESJWJOH GPSDF CFIJOE UIF QBUIPHFO BWPJE
BODF JT UIF F୭GFDU UIBU UIF XPSNT FYFSU PO UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE UIF CBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOH JT NFSFMZ B
DPOTFRVFODF 	'JH 
 PG UIFJS BWPJEBODF )PXFWFS BU MBUFS UJNFT 	U > I
 UIF HSPXJOH CBDUFSJB
PVUTJEF PG UIF MBXO QSFTFOU BO BCVOEBOU BMUFSOBUJWF TPVSDF PG GPPE UIBU XJMM BUUSBDU UIF OFNBUPEFT
5IFSFGPSF UIJT FYUFSOBM MBXO XBSSBOUT B NPSF EFUBJMFE BOBMZTJT
'JH " TIPXT UIF SBUJP PG BSFBT PG UIF HSPXJOH FYUFSOBM MBXO UP UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO GPS EJ୭GFSFOU
OVNCFST PG XPSNT/ 5IF EBTIFE MJOFT SFQSFTFOU B OVNFSJDBM ୮ୢU PG UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUBM DVSWFT UP





XIFSF"NBY JT UIF BTZNQUPUJD WBMVF PG UIF GVODUJPO BOE U/ JT UIF UJNF XIFO JU SFBDIFT"NBY/ 5IF
WBMVFT PG CPUI QBSBNFUFST GPS FBDI DVSWF BSF TIPXO JO 'JH #$ BOE UIFZ DBO CF ୮ୢUUFE UP MJOFBS BOE
MPHBSJUINJD GVODUJPOT SFTQFDUJWFMZ
0OF PG UIF ESJWFT CFIJOE UIF OFNBUPEFTؠ CFIBWJPS JT IVOHFS XIJDI DPNQFMT UIF BOJNBMT UP TUBZ
PO GPPE *O PVS FYQFSJNFOUT UIF XPSNT BSF GPVOE PO FJUIFS UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO PS UIF OFXMZ HSPXO
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Figure 3.1: (A) Average and the standard error of the external lawn to original lawn ratio for various worm number/
avoidance experiments. The dashed curves show a ﬁt to"NBYU/(U/ + U) curve where the parameters are ﬁtted to a
linear (B) and a logarithmic (C) equations.
UIF XPSNT BSF BUUSBDUFE UP UIF PSJHJOBM BOE OFX MBXOT FRVBMMZ 5P BEESFTT UIJT OVMM IZQPUIFTJT XF
QMPUUFE BMM EBUB QPJOUT GSPN UIF BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT GPS WBSJPVT XPSN OVNCFST JO 'JH  5IF
IPSJ[POUBM BYJT JT UIF SBUJP Y PG FYUFSOBM UP PSJHJOBM MBXO TJ[FT 	TBNF BT JO 'JH "
 UIF WFSUJDBM BYJT JT
UIF GSBDUJPO PG XPSNT PVUTJEF UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO *G UIF XPSNT TFF OP EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO PME BOE OFX
CBDUFSJB UIFO UIJT GSBDUJPO TIPVME CF TJNQMZ QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF GSBDUJPO PG UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO UP UIF
UPUBM CBDUFSJBM MBXO BU UIF UJNF /(+ Y)
5IF SFE DVSWF JO 'JH  TIPXT B B/(B+Y) CFTU ୮ୢU GPS UIF BWPJEBODF EBUB 3BUIFS UIBO B VOJUZ UIF
QBSBNFUFS B = . 	BU S = .
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIF XPSNT BSF UXP UJNFT MFTT MJLFMZ UP CF GPVOE
PO UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO UIBO PO UIF OFX POF 	QFS B VOJU PG BSFB
 8IJDI TVQQPSUT UIF IZQPUIFTJT UIBU
UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO JT MFTT BUUSBDUJWF UP UIF XPSNT FJUIFS CFDBVTF UIF SFQVMTJWF F୭GFDUT PG UIF QVUBUJWF
BMBSN QIFSPNPOF PS CFDBVTF XPSNT QSFGFS UP GFFE PO UIF GSFTIMZ HSPXO MBXO
8F DBO VTF UIF ୮ୢUUFE SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO BWPJEBODF BOE FYUFSOBM MBXO TJ[F UP SFQSPEVDF UIF PSJHJOBM






































Figure 3.2: Each point corresponds to a single time point of a given avoidance experiment with avoidance and the size
of the external lawnmeasured at that moment. The red curve is a best ﬁt B/(B + Y)with B = .. Y is the ratio























Figure 3.3: Avoidance calculated based on the best ﬁt model to the external lawn size from Fig. 3.2 (continuous curves)


















Figure 3.4: The square of the difference between the continuous (empirical model) and dotted (measurement) curves























Figure 3.5: A 4-statemodel of initial pathogen avoidance. Worms could be relaxed (black,3) and upon exposure to the
alarm pheromone tense (red,5) and inside or outside the lawn.
BWPJEBODF DVSWFT 'JH  TIPXT UIF QSFEJDUJPO CBTFE PO UIF NFBTVSFE BSFB PG UIF MBXO 	DPOUJOVPVT
DVSWFT
 QMPUUFE BHBJOT UIF EBUB 	EPUUFE DVSWFT
 5IF DVSWFT DPSSFDUMZ SFQSPEVDF UIF PWFSBMM EZOBNJDT
UISPVHIPVU UIF FYQFSJNFOU XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG JOJUJBM  IPVST GPS IJHIFS/ 5IJT EJTDSFQBODZ JT
NPSF PCWJPVT JO 'JH  XIJDI TIPXT UIF TRVBSF PG UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF NPEFM BOE UIF EBUB
*O UIJT JOJUJBM TUBHF PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU UIF XPSNT BSF BMSFBEZ FWBDVBUJOH UIF MBXO CVU UIF CBDUFSJB
UIBU UIFZ DBSSJFE PVUTJEF XJUI UIFN IBWF OPU IBE UIF UJNF UP HSPX ZFU 5IFSFGPSF XF OFFE BOPUIFS
BQQSPBDI UP NPEFM UIF ୮ୢSTU QIBTF PG UIF EZOBNJDT 5IJT NPEFM XJMM BMTP IFMQ VT FTUBCMJTI DBVTBMJUZ
CFUXFFO UIF FYUFSOBM MBXO TJ[F BOE BWPJEBODF

 *গ঒ঝ঒ঊক ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
'JH  TIPXT B TUBUF NPEFM XJUI QPTTJCMF USBOTJUJPOT 5IF XPSNT DPVME CF FJUIFS JOTJEF 	J
 PS
PVUTJEF 	P
 UIF MBXO BOE UIFJS JOUFSBDUJPO XJUI UIF BMBSN QIFSPNPOF DPVME DIBOHF UIFJS TUBUVT GSPN
SFMBYFE 	3
 UP UFOTF 	5
 5IF XPSNT JO FJUIFS TUBUVT DPVME NPWF GSPN UIF MBXO UP UIF PVUTJEF CVU
UFOTF XPSNT DPVME POMZ SFDPWFS CBDL UP UIF SFMBYFE TUBUF PVUTJEF UIF MBXO 	L53P 
 BOE UIF SFMBYFE POFT
DPVME CFDPNF UFOTF JOTJEF UIF MBXO 	L35P 
 5IJT MBTU USBOTJUJPO JT EFQFOEFOU PO UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO
PG UIF QIFSPNPOF JO UIF PSJHJOBM MBXO BOE XF IBWF DIPTFO B )JMM GVODUJPO 	&R 
 UP SFQSFTFOU
JU CFDBVTF XF FYQFDU UIBU UIF JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF BTDBSPTJEF 	B MJHBOE
 BOE B B QVUBUJWF (1$3
SFDFQUPS XJMM GPMMPX .JDIBFMJT.FOUFO LJOFUJDT 5IF XPSNT JO 5 	3
 TUBUVT QSPEVDF UIF QIFSPNPOF
	POMZ XJUIJO UIF MBXO
 BU B SBUF K5 	K3






B˙ = K5/5J + K3/3J − ɈB 	

5IF EFUBJMFE SBUF FRVBUJPOT BSF
/˙5J = L35J (B)/3J + L5PJ/5P − L5JP/5J 	

/˙3J = L3PJ/3P − L3JP/3J − L35J (B)/3J 	

/˙5P = L5JP/5J − L5PJ/5P − L53P /5P 	

/˙3P = L53P /5P + L3JP/3J − L3PJ/3P 	

6TJOH UIF MFBTU TRVBSFT ୮ୢU GPS UIF ୮ୢSTU  IPVST PG BWPJEBODF DVSWFT XF GPVOE UIF WBMVFT PG UIF QB
SBNFUFST 5IF NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT BSF TIPXO JO 'JH  *O UIFTF TPMVUJPO UIF XPSNT TUBSU PVU JO UIF























Figure 3.6: Avoidance calculated based on the phenomenological model from Fig. 3.5 (continuous curves) compared to
the data (dotted curves).
PSJHJOBM QPQVMBUJPO JT SFRVJSFE UP TVTUBJO B DPOTUBOU OPO[FSP MFWFM PG UIF QIFSPNPOF JOTJEF UIF
MBXO XIJDI JO UVSO LFFQT BXBZ TPNF OFNBUPEFT *OUFSFTUJOHMZ UIJT NPEFM XBT BCMF UP DBQUVSF UIF
JOJUJBM EZOBNJDT PG UIF BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOUT NVDI CFUUFS UIBO UIF FBSMJFS BQQSPBDI CBTFE PO UIF
CBDUFSJBM TQSFBEJOH 5IJT JT NPSF WJTJCMF JO 'JH  XIJDI JT TIPXJOH UIF TRVBSF PG UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CF
UXFFO UIF DVSWFT JO 'JH  	DPOUJOVPVT DVSWFT
 BOE GPS DPNQBSJTPO SFQSPEVDFT UIF SFTVMUT PG UIF
QSFWJPVT NPEFM GSPN 'JH  	EPUUFE DVSWFT
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ UIJT QBSUJDVMBS QBSBNFUFS ୮ୢU UP UIF EBUB
QSFEJDUT UIBU K5K3 ≈ . JF UIF SBUF PG BMBSN QIFSPNPOF QSPEVDUJPO PG UFOTF 	ؠBMBSNFEؠ
 XPSNT JT








JF SFMBYFE XPSNT BSF UFO UJNFT NPSF JODMJOFE UP FOUFS UIF MBXO UIBO UIF UFOTF POFT
5P TFF IPX TFOTJUJWF BSF UIFTF NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT UP JOEJWJEVBM QBSBNFUFS WBMVFT JO UIBU QBSUJDV
MBS ୮ୢU XF DBO GPDVT PO UIF ୮ୢSTU  IPVST PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU BOE JOUFHSBUF UIF BSFB VOEFS UIF BWPJE
BODF DVSWF JO UIBU UJNF XJOEPX 5IF QPJOUT XJUI FSSPS CBST JO 'JH  TIPX UIF NFBTVSFE FYQFSJ
NFOUBM BSFBT VOEFS UIF DVSWFT 5IF CMBDL MJOF TIPXT UIF NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT XJUI ୮ୢUUFE QBSBNFUFST
5IF HSFFO DPOUJOVPVT 	EBTIFE
 DVSWFT TIPX NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT GPS DIBOHJOH WBMVFT PG K3 GSPN
 UP  UJNFT 	 UP  UJNFT


















Figure 3.7: The square of the difference between the continuous (phenomenological model) and dotted (measure-
ment) curves from Fig. 3.6 for the ﬁrst 10 hours of the experiment. The dotted curves are for comparison to the empiri-
cal model based on the external lawn size from Fig. 3.4.
K5 5IF DMVTUFSJOH PG UIF SFE EBTIFE DVSWFT JO 'JH  TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF SBUF PG QSPEVDUJPO PG UIF
BMBSN QIFSPNPOF CZ UFOTF XPSNT 	JF UIPTF UIBU BSF B୭GFDUFE CZ UIF TJHOBM
 JT JOTJHOJ୮ୢDBOU BT MPOH
BT JU JT WFSZ MPX 5IJT NFBOT UIBU UIPTF XPSNT EP OPU DPOUSJCVUF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ UP UIF MFWFM PG UIF
QIFSPNPOF 5IJT NBZ CF CFDBVTF UIF UFOTF XPSNT BSF ESJWFO BXBZ GSPN UIF MBXO BOE F୭GFDUJWFMZ EP
OPU TQFOE FOPVHI UJNF UIFSF UP B୭GFDU UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG UIF TJHOBM )PXFWFS JG UIF QIFSPNPOF
TFDSFUJPO GPS FJUIFS XPSNT 	K5 PS K3
 JT VQSFHVMBUFE UIF MFWFM PG BWPJEBODF JODSFBTFT RVJDLMZ 'PS
SFMBYFE XPSNT UIJT IPMET USVF GPS BMM/ GPS UFOTF XPSNT JU POMZ CFDPNFT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU GPS/ > 
0WFSBMM UIF NPEFM JT WFSZ TFOTJUJWF UP K3 BT UIFZ BSF UIF POMZ POFT UIBU LFFQ VQ UIF FMFWBUFE MFWFMT PG
UIF QIFSPNPOF BOE K5 DPVME F୭GFDUJWFMZ CF TFU UP [FSP
'JH  TIPXT UIF EFQFOEFODF PG UIF NPEFM PO UIF SBUF PG MFBWJOH 	L5JP
 BOE FOUFSJOH 	L5PJ
 UIF MBXO
CZ UFOTF XPSNT 5IFTF QBSBNFUFST IBWF B WFSZ MJNJUFE F୭GFDU PO BWPJEBODF BT EFDSFBTJOH UIF FOUFSJOH
SBUF BOE JODSFBTJOH UIF MFBWJOH SBUF XJMM OPU DIBOHF UIF NPEFM QSFEJDUJPOT 5IFSFGPSF XF DPVME TFU
L5PJ
L5JP
≈  XIJDI XPVME NFBO UIBU PODF UIF XPSNT CFDPNF BMBSNFE CZ UIF QIFSPNPOF 	UFOTF
 UIFZ
XJMM MFBWF BU B DPOTUBOU SBUF BOE SFNBJO PVUTJEF VOUJM UIFZ USBOTJUJPO JOUP UIF SFMBYFE TUBUF 4JNJMBSMZ
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative avoidance in the initial 10 hours as a function of K5 and K3. The points with error bars show
themeasured experimental areas under the curves (with standard error of themean). The black line shows themodel
predictions with ﬁtted parameters. The green continuous (dashed) curves showmodel predictions for changing values
of K3 from 2 to 10 times (1/2 to 1/10 times) the ﬁtted value. The red line show the same curves for changing K5.
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Figure 3.9: Cumulative avoidance in the initial 10 hours as a function of L5PJ and L5JP . The points with error bars show
themeasured experimental areas under the curves (with standard error of themean). The black line shows themodel
predictions with ﬁtted parameters. The green continuous (dashed) curves showmodel predictions for changing values
of L5PJ from 2 to 10 times (1/2 to 1/10 times) the ﬁtted value. The red line show the same curves for changing L5JP .

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Figure 3.10: Cumulative avoidance in the initial 10 hours as a function of L3PJ and L3JP. The points with error bars show
themeasured experimental areas under the curves (with standard error of themean). The black line shows themodel
predictions with ﬁtted parameters. The green continuous (dashed) curves showmodel predictions for changing values
of L3PJ from 2 to 10 times (1/2 to 1/10 times) the ﬁtted value. The red line show the same curves for changing L3JP.
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Figure 3.11: Concentration of pheromone B in the lawn for a standard avoidance experiment (continuous) and a condi-
tioning (dotted) experiment when L3JP = L5JP = .
CMBDL   XPSNT
 5IF NPEFM DMFBSMZ SFQSPEVDFT UIF JOJUJBM BDDFMFSBUJPO JO UIF BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS
CVU UIFO UIF DVSWFT SFMBY CBDL UP TUFBEZ TUBUF MFWFMT 	'JH 
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*O UIF BUUFNQU UP NPEFM UIF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS XF QSPQPTFE UXP NPEFMT UIBU XFSF BCMF
UP SFBTPOBCMZ SFQSPEVDF NBKPS GFBUVSFT PG UIF EBUB BU UXP FYUSFNFT 5IF FNQJSJDBM NPEFM SFMBUJOH
UIF CBDUFSJBM MBXO TQSFBEJOH BOE BWPJEBODF XBT TVDDFTTGVM BU MBUFS UJNFT JO UIF FYQFSJNFOU XIFSFBT
UIF QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM NPEFM DFOUFSFE BSPVOE UIF JOUFSBDUJPO PG UIF XPSNT XJUI UIF QVUBUJWF QIFSPNPOF
XPSLFE XFMM EVSJOH FBSMZ UJNFT 5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF EZOBNJDT JT SFBMMZ UXP GPME BOE UIFTF UXP FG
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XBT CBTFE PO UIF JEFB UIBU UIF XPSNT DPOTUJUVUJWFMZ TFDSFUFE BO BMBSN QIFSPNPOF XIJDI UIFZ DPVME
JOUFSBDU XJUI JO B DPODFOUSBUJPO EFQFOEFOU XBZ "MUIPVHI XF NBOBHFE UP ୮ୢOE B TFU PG QBSBNFUFST
















Figure 3.12: Accelerated avoidance curve (continuous curves) from the phenomenological model (Fig. 3.5) with the
initial concentration of pheromone set at B(U = ) = . to simulate a conditioned lawn (red - solitary worms, black -
16worms). The dotted curves are data points from 30h conditioning experiment (Fig. 2.6) for comparison.
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Figure 4.1: (A) shows averaged avoidance curves for solitary andmultiple N2worms. Shaded area between them is a
measure of collective avoidance and corresponds to the red bar in (B). (B) The triangle (circle) shows the area under a
multiple-worm (solitary) avoidance curve in (A), the red bar is the difference between them and the error is the sum of
standard deviations in both conditions betweenmultiple repeats.
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Figure 4.2: (A) Shows a schematic of$ FMFHBOTwith two sensory organs: amphid and phasmid in the anterior and
posterior of the animal. The cilia that detect chemical cues from the environment in the amphid extend back towards
the nerve ring where bodies of the nerve cells are located andwhere theymake synaptic connections to other neu-
rons. (B) Shows a schematic cross section through the amphid with seven ciliated neurons in direct contact with the
environment and four neurons whose cilia terminate in the cuticle. 13
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Figure 4.3: Collective avoidance for various neuronal mutants. The triangle (circle) shows the area under amultiple-
worm (solitary) avoidance curve, the red bar is the difference between them and the error is the sum of standard
deviations in both conditions betweenmultiple repeats.
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Table 4.1: Amphid sensory neurons that express two different two-component calcium channels: TRPV channel (PDS
PTN) and cyclic nucleotide-gated channel UBYUBY.
PDSPTN "8" "%' "4) "%-
UBYUBY "8# "8$ "4& "4* "4( "4+ "4,
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Figure 4.4: Pathogen avoidance of solitary and groups of 16 MJN and DFImutants deﬁcient in AWB and AWC
neuron development respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Avoidance of preconditioned plates. Wild-type worms avoided lawns that were preconditioned by PES
mutants, but not the other way around.
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TFWFSBM EJ୭GFSFOU GBUUZ BDJE EFSJWBUJWFT LOPXO BT BTDBSPTJEFT 
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Figure 4.7: A schematic representation of ascaroside structure. Themolecules are composed of the asacrylose ring
(red), a fatty acid derived side chain (green) and several residues that are derivatives of tryptophan, glucose or p-
aminobenzoic acid (magenta) 200.
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
Figure 4.8: A putativemodel of ascaroside synthesis from very long chain fatty acids that are processed in the per-
ixosomes and upon addition of ascarylose are transformed into ascarosides whose side chains are then trimmed by
sequence of different enzymes including BDPY,NBPD, EIT and EBG. Finally, different functional groups are
added to themolecules that specify their functionality230.
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Figure 4.9: (A) Pheromone biosynthesis pathway230. (B) PA14 avoidance of solitary and groups of 16mutant worms
deﬁcient in pheromone synthesis genes.
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Figure 4.10: Pathogen avoidance of solitary and groups of 16 BDPYmutant.
BDPY BOJNBMT XBT EVF UP JOBCJMJUZ UP QSPEVDF B SFMFWBOU QIFSPNPOF SBUIFS UIBO B TFOTPSZ PS QIZT
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Figure 4.11: Avoidance of preconditioned plates. Wild-type (N2) wormswere placed on lawns that were precondi-
tioned by BDPYmutants for 18 hours (red curves). Their avoidance was not signiﬁcantly accelerated. Conversely,
whenN2wormswere used in the preconditioning stage and the avoidance of BDPYwormswas recorded the avoid-
ance was accelerated (brown curve).
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Figure 4.12: $ FMFHBOT uses four bioamines as neuropeptides that modulate all of its behaviors. Serotonin, dopamine,
octopamine and tyramine are all derived from tryptophan and tyrosine amino acids through a series of steps36.
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QBUIXBZ UIBU JT TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS SFTJTUBODF UP IFBWZ NFUBMT  JNNVOF SFTQPOTF JO
UIF FQJEFSNJT BOE UIF JOUFTUJOF 	UISPVHI QNL USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS
  BOE B EFWFMPQNFOU PG TPNF
OFVSPOT .VUBUJPO JO UIJT QBUIXBZ MFBET UP B TFWFSF JODSFBTF JO $ FMFHBOT TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ UP 1"
QBUIPHFO  5SBOTHFOJD SFTDVF PG UIJT QBUIXBZ JO UIF JOUFTUJOF SFTUPSFT UIF SFTJTUBODF BMNPTU
UP UIF XJME UZQF MFWFMT BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH EJ୭GFSFODF JO TVSWJWBM IBT CFFO FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF BDUJPO PG
UIF QBUIXBZ JO "%' OFVSPO XIFSF JU ESJWFT UIF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS  5*34&,/4:
 QBUIXBZ JO "%' VQ SFHVMBUFT UQI 	UISPVHI BUGEBG USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPST
 JO UIF OFVSPO
XIJDI JO UVSO MFBET UIF XPSNT UP QIZTJDBMMZ BWPJE UIF QBUIPHFO " NPSF MJNJUFE FYQPTVSF SFTVMUT JO
TMJHIU JNQSPWFNFOU JO TVSWJWBM 5IJT FYQMBOBUJPO PG UIF F୭GFDU PG )5 JODSFBTF PO TVSWJWBM SFNBJOT
DPOUFOUJPVT BT UXP PUIFS TUVEJFT EJE OPU PCTFSWF UIJT TNBMM F୭GFDU
5IFSF BSF ୮ୢWF DPO୮ୢSNFE TFSPUPOJO SFDFQUPST JO $ FMFHBOT  B TFSPUPOJO HBUFE DIMPSJEF DIBOOFM
NPE  BOE GPVS (1$3T TFS  TFS  TFS  BOE TFS *O BEEJUJPO UIFSF JT BMTP B TFSPUPOJO
SFVQUBLF DIBOOFMNPE  XIJDI BCTPSCT FYDFTT )5 GSPN B TZOBQTF CBDL JOUP UIF OFVSPO "MM PG
UIFTF SFDFQUPST BSF FYQSFTTFE JO WBSJPVT OFVSPOT  BOE JO TPNF NVTDMFT  *OUFSFTU
JOHMZ NBOZ PG $ FMFHBOT )5 SFDFQUPST BSF FYQSFTTFE PO OFVSPOT UIBU BSF OPU EJSFDUMZ JOOFSWBUFE

CZ TFSPUPOFSHJD OFVSPOT XIJDI TVHHFTUT UIBU NPTU TFSPUPOFSHJD TJHOBMJOH JT IVNPSBM BOE FYUSB
TZOBQUJD 
7BSJPVT )5 SFDFQUPST NFEJBUF EJ୭GFSFOU QIFOPUZQFT UIBU TFSPUPOJO XBT JNQMJDBUFE JO NPE BOE
TFS BSF JOWPMWFE JO GPPEJOEVDFE TMPXJOH  TFS TFS BOE TFS DPOOFDU )5 UP JUT F୭GFDUT PO
JODSFBTFE FHHMBZJOH BOE BDDFMFSBUFE QIBSZOHFBM QVNQJOH TFS UBLFT QBSU JO TUJNVMBUJOH
BWFSTJWF SFTQPOTFT PO GPPE 
*O 1"$ FMFHBOT TZTUFN UIF SPMF PG WBSJPVT TFSPUPOJO SFDFQUPST XBT OPU XJEFMZ TUVEJFE 0OMZ
NPE IBT CFFO UFTUFE BOE GPVOE UP NFEJBUF UIF BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH QIFOPUZQF  5IF F୭GFDU PG
PUIFS )5 SFDFQUPST PO BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH BWPJEBODF PS TVSWJWBM PO 1" IBT OPU CFFO SFQPSUFE
 &গ঍ঘঌছ঒গ঎ জঢজঝ঎খ ঒গএকঞ঎গঌ঎ ঘগ ঌঘকক঎ঌঝ঒ট঎ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
" WFTJDVMBS NPOPBNJOF USBOTQPSUFS $"5  TIVUUMFT UIF CJPBNJOFT UP FYUSBDFMMVBMS TQBDF " DBU
NVUBOU TIPXT B WFSZ TJNJMBS EFOTJUZEFQFOEFOU BWPJEBODF BT B XJME UZQF BOJNBM 	'JH 
 5IJT
TVHHFTUT UIBU CJPBNJOFT FJUIFS QFSGPSN B GVODUJPO XJUIJO UIF DFMMT XIFSF UIFZ XFSF QSPEVDFE PS UIFZ
BSF TIVUUMFE PVUTJEF VTJOH PUIFS NFBOT GPS UIF QVSQPTFT PG DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF
/FYU XF JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF GVODUJPO PG TFSPUPOJO XIJDI IBE CFFO JEFOUJ୮ୢFE BT QMBZJOH BO JNQPS
UBOU SPMF JO BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH  BOE BWPJEBODF  "T FYQFDUFE UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO NVMUJQMF BOE
TJOHMF UQIXPSNT XBT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ SFEVDFE CVU OPU FMJNJOBUFE 	'JH 
 *O UIF BDPY BOE PES
DBTFT NVMUJQMF XPSN BWPJEBODF XBT EFMBZFE UP NBUDI UIF TJOHMF XPSNT BMMPXJOH GPS TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO )PXFWFS JO UIF UQI DBTF CPUI QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUJFT XFSF B୭GFDUFE BWPJEBODF PG
TPMJUBSZ XPSNT XBT BDDFMFSBUFE BOE UIBU PG NVMUJQMF POFT EFMBZFE 'VSUIFSNPSF BMM UIF TFSPUPOJO SF
DFQUPST XF UFTUFE SFTVMUFE JO UIF PQQPTJUF F୭GFDU OBNFMZ UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO BWPJEBODF PG TPMJUBSZ
BOE NVMUJQMF XPSNT JODSFBTFE	'JH  HSFFO DPMVNOT
 8F DPO୮ୢSNFE JU GVSUIFS XIFO XF UFTUFE B
RVJOUVQMF NVUBOU TFSTFSTFSTFSNPE  UIBU XBT NJTTJOH BMM UIF LOPXO TFSPUPOJO SFDFQUPST














































































Figure 4.13: Collective avoidance for various endocrinemutants. Blue, green, yellow and red bars correspond to genes
involved in dopamine, serotonin, octopamine and tyramine regulation respectively. A vesicular monoamine trans-
porter CAT-1 is used by all four bioamines for transport out of the cell and TDC-1 is involved in synthesis of both oc-
topamine and tyramine. The triangle (circle) shows the area under amultiple-worm (solitary) avoidance curve, the bar
is the difference between them and the error is the sum of standard deviations in both conditions betweenmultiple
repeats.

TIVUUMFT FYDFTT FYUSBDFMMVMBS TFSPUPOJO CBDL JOUP DFMMT  "MUIPVHI UIJT NVUBOU TVDDFTTGVMMZ SFQSP
EVDFE UIF EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO TPMJUBSZ BOE NVMUJQMF XPSN BWPJEBODF PG UQI JU BMTP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ
BDDFMFSBUFE BWPJEBODF PWFSBMM
0DUPQBNJOF BOE UZSBNJOF CJPTZOUIFTJT SFRVJSFT B TUFQ JOWPMWJOH UED  HFOF " UEDNVUBOU
TIPXT B NPEFTU SFEVDUJPO JO DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF 	'JH 
 CVU TJNJMBSMZ UP TFSPUPOJO UIJT F୭GFDU
JT OPU SFQSPEVDFE CZ B EFMFUJPO JO B TJOHMF SFDFQUPS NVUBOU
'JOBMMZ UIF MBTU EPQBNJOF NVUBOU  DBU TIPXT B SFEVDUJPO JO DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF 	'JH 

'VSUIFSNPSF PVU PG ୮ୢWF EPQBNJOF SFDFQUPST POMZ UXP PG UIFN 	EPQ BOE EPQ
 QBSUJBMMZ SFQSPEVDF
UIF EPQBNJOFEF୮ୢDJFOU NVUBUJPO BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH UISFF EP OP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ EJ୭GFS GSPN UIF XJME
UZQF
5IJT TVHHFTUT UIBU JO DPOUSBTU UP OFVSPOT BOE QIFSPNPOF CJPTZOUIFTJT UIF SPMF PG CJPBNJOFT JT
TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ NPSF DPNQMFY &BDI CJPBNJOF TFFNT UP CF B୭GFDUJOH EJ୭GFSFOUJBMMZ BWPJEBODF PG CPUI
TPMJUBSZ BOE NVMUJQMF XPSNT BOE UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF SFDFQUPST OPU POMZ EP OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ SFQSPEVDF UIF
CJPBNJOF NVUBOUT CVU PG୴FO IBWF UIF PQQPTJUF F୭GFDU 	BT JT UIF DBTF XJUI TFSPUPOJO
 5IJT QFSIBQT
TIPVME OPU CF TVSQSJTJOH HJWFO UIBU FBDI PG UIFTF NPMFDVMFT UBLFT QBSU JO B XJEF BSSBZ PG EJ୭GFSFOU CF
IBWJPST PG୴FO FYFSUJOH PQQPTJUF F୭GFDUT UISPVHI EJ୭GFSFOU SFDFQUPST  PS NPEVMBUJOH BDUJWJUZ PG PUIFS
CJPBNJOFT  'VSUIFSNPSF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF JUTFMG JT B DPNQMFY CFIBWJPS UIBU JOWPMWFT TFWFSBM CBM
BODJOH GPSDFT 	IVOHFS BOE QFSDFQUJPO PG EBOHFS
 UIBU ESJWF UIF BOJNBMT JO PQQPTJUF EJSFDUJPOT XIJDI
TVHHFTUT UIBU B NPSF TPQIJTUJDBUFE BQQSPBDI JT OFFEFE UP EFDJQIFS UIF SPMF PG EJ୭GFSFOU CJPBNJOFT JO
UIJT QIFOPNFOPO
 *গগঊঝ঎ ঒খখঞগ঎ জঢজঝ঎খ
#FIBWJPSBM BWPJEBODF BOE JOOBUF JNNVOJUZ BSF UXP NBKPS XBZT JO XIJDI $ FMFHBOT EFBM XJUI QBUIPHFOJD
CBDUFSJB JO UIFJS FOWJSPONFOU *O QSJODJQMF JU DPVME CF CFOF୮ୢDJBM GPS UIF BOJNBM JG UIFTF UXP SF

TQPOTFT XFSF EJ୭GFSFOUJBMMZ SFHVMBUFE 'PS FYBNQMF JG UIF XPSN XBT BCMF UP EFUFSNJOF UIBU B QBUIPHFO
XBT UPP EBOHFSPVT JU XPVME BWPJE UIF FYQPTVSF BOE SJTL HPJOH IVOHSZ SBUIFS UIBO GFFE PO UIF CBD
UFSJVN BU UIF SJTL PG EZJOH CFGPSF JU JT BCMF UP SFQSPEVDF "EEJUJPOBMMZ JU IBT BMSFBEZ CFFO OPUFE
UIBU TJNJMBS QBUIXBZT BDUJOH JO EJ୭GFSFOU UJTTVFT BSF SFTQPOTJCMF GPS CPUI JNNVOF BOE CFIBWJPSBM
SFTQPOTFT  " RVFTUJPO BSJTFT EP JNNVOF TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZT B୭GFDU DPMMFDUJWF CFIBWJPS JO $
FMFHBOT  
 #ঊঌঔঐছঘঞগ঍
"QBSU GSPN CFIBWJPSBM BWPJEBODF $ FMFHBOT IBT UXP PUIFS NBKPS EFGFOTFT BHBJOTU NJDSPCJBM BU
UBDLT 5IF ୮ୢSTU POF JT B QIZTJDBM CBSSJFS CFUXFFO UIF FOWJSPONFOU BOE UIF PSHBOJTN  B TUSPOH
DVUJDMF NBEF PG DPMMBHFO BOE DIJUJO XIJDI NBLF VQ UIF FYPTLFMFUPO PG UIF XPSN *O BEEJUJPO UIF
QIBSZOHFBM HSJOEFS EFTUSPZT NJDSPPSHBOJTNT UIBU BSF UBLFO VQ EVSJOH GFFEJOH 5IJT QSFWFOUT MJWF
QBUIPHFOT GSPN SFBDIJOH UIF JOUFTUJOF BOE FTUBCMJTIJOH BO JOGFDUJPO *O GBDU NVUBOUT UIBU IBWF B
EFGFDUJWF HSJOEFS BSF GPVOE UP CF NPSF TVTDFQUJCMF UP CBDUFSJB 
5IF TFDPOE MJOF PG EFGFOTF JT UIF DFMMVMBS JNNVOF TZTUFN $ FMFHBOT  KVTU MJLF PUIFS JOWFSUF
CSBUFT MBDLT B NBNNBMJBOTUZMF BEBQUJWF JNNVOF TZTUFN 'VSUIFSNPSF VOMJLF PUIFS JOWFSUFCSBUFT
UIF OFNBUPEFT EP OPU IBWF TQFDJBMJ[FE JNNVOF DFMMT TJNJMBS UP GPS FYBNQMF %SPTPQIJMB XIFSF
NBDSPQIBHFMJLF IFNPDZUFT DBO FOHVMG JOWBEJOH NJDSPCFT 	UIF POMZ DFMMT JO UIF $ FMFHBOT CPEZ
DBWJUZ BSF TJY DPFMPNPDZUFT XIJDI BSF JODBQBCMF PG QIBHPDZUPTJT CVU SBUIFS GVODUJPO BT TDBWFOHFS DFMMT
XJUI IJHI FOEPDZUJD DBQBDJUZ
 %FTQJUF UIFTF EJ୭GFSFODFT $ FMFHBOT IBT B DPNQMFY JOEVDJCMF EFGFOTF
NFDIBOJTN UIBU JOWPMWFT NVMUJQMF TJHOBMJOH DBTDBEFT XIJDI SFHVMBUF UIF QSPEVDUJPO PG BOUJNJDSP
CJBM QFQUJEFT BOE QSPUFJOT 	FH DBFOPQPSFT  MZTP[ZNFT  BOE MFDUJOT 
 XJUI B QSPWFO SFDPSE PG
BOUJCBDUFSJBM BDUJWJUZ  JO B QBUIPHFO BOE UJTTVFTQFDJ୮ୢD XBZ
" NPEFM PG QBUIPHFOFTJT PG $ FMFHBOT IBT CFFO QSPQPTFE  ZFBST BHP  BOE XJUIJO UIJT TIPSU
BNPVOU PG UJNF B HSFBU DPNQMFYJUZ PG UIF OFNBUPEFؠT JNNVOF TZTUFN IBT CFFO EFTDSJCFE  *U JT

VOTVSQSJTJOH UIBU B CBDUFSJWPSF UIBU JO UIF XJME IBT UP JOUFSBDU XJUI CBDUFSJBM  GVOHBM  BOE WJSBM
QBUIPHFOT IBT FWPMWFE B WBSJFUZ PG HFOFUJD TUSBUFHJFT PG QSPUFDUJOH JUTFMG 5IF NJDSPCJBM BUUBDLT NVTU
VTVBMMZ PWFSDPNF UIF QIZTJDBM CBSSJFST ୮ୢSTU CFGPSF UIF JOGFDUJPO DBO UBLF QMBDF .VDI SFTFBSDI IBT
CFFO GPDVTFE PO CBDUFSJB UIBU BSF BCMF UP BWPJE CFJOH EFTUSPZFE JO UIF HSJOEFS BOE FTUBCMJTI JOUFTUJOBM
DPMPOJFT  0UIFS CBDUFSJB VTF BOBM BOE VUFSJOF  PQFOJOHT UP JOWBEF UIF OFNBUPEF 4PNF
GVOHBM QBUIPHFOT BUUBDI UIFNTFMWFT UP UIF DVUJDMF BOE HSPX JOUP UIF BOJNBM 	VTJOH BNQIJE PS WVMWBM
PSJ୮ୢDJFT
  "MUIPVHI BMM PG UIFTF QBUIPHFOT TUBZ PVU PG UIF DFMM PG $ FMFHBOT  UIJT JT OPU B SVMF BT UIF
୮ୢSTU JOUSBDFMMVMBS GVOHBM QBUIPHFO XBT EJTDPWFSFE SFDFOUMZ  'JOBMMZ TPNF NJDSPPSHBOJTNT EP OPU
IBWF UP QIZTJDBMMZ JOWBEF UIF BOJNBM UP LJMM JU 5IF QMBHVF CBDUFSJB 	:FSTJOJB QFTUॷ
 DSFBUFT B ୮ୢMN JO
GSPOU PG $ FMFHBOT QIBSZOY BOE CMPDLT JUؠT GPPE JOUBLF BOE WBSJPVT 1TFVEPNPOॵ QSPEVDF UPYJOT
UIBU VOEFS UIF SJHIU DPOEJUJPOT MFBE UP UIF OFNBUPEFؠT RVJDL EFBUI 
0OF PG UIF ୮ୢSTU NPEFMT  PG $ FMFHBOT QBUIPHFO JOGFDUJPO VTFE 1TFVEPNPOॵ BFSVHJOPTB 1"
 B HSBN OFHBUJWF CBDUFSJVN XIJDI JT BO PQQPSUVOJTUJD IVNBO QBUIPHFO 5IF TUSBJO 1" XBT B
IVNBO JTPMBUF  UIBU XBT TVCTFRVFOUMZ GPVOE UP VTF BO PWFSMBQQJOH TFU PG WJSVMFODF GBDUPST EVSJOH
QBUIPHFOFTJT PG QMBOUT NJDF BOE $ FMFHBOT 
" LJMMJOH BTTBZ QSPUPDPM JT SFMBUJWFMZ TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE BOE DPOTJTUT PG JODVCBUJOH UIF 1" JO MJRVJE
DVMUVSF PWFSOJHIU JO SJDI NFEJB TQPUUJOH JU PO MPXPTNPUJD NFEJB BOE JODVCBUJOH GVSUIFS GPS I
BOE UIFO FYQPTJOH UIVTMZ QSFQBSFE CBDUFSJB UP B QPQVMBUJPO PG TZODISPOJ[FE $ FMFHBOT ZPVOH BEVMUT
PS - MBSWBF #FDBVTF 1" BSF UIF POMZ TPVSDF PG GPPE PO UIF QMBUF UIF OFNBUPEFT BSF GPSDFE GFFE PO
UIFN 8JUIJO UIF ୮ୢSTU I ୮ୢSTU OFNBUPEFT EJF BOE UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIFN QFSJTI XJUIJO UIF ୮ୢSTU I
#Z QMPUUJOH B TVSWJWBM DVSWF 	B DVNVMBUJWF DPVOU PG EFBE XPSNT PWFS UJNF
 POF DPVME EJTUJOHVJTI
CFUXFFO NPSF PS MFTT MFUIBM TUSBJOT BOE NVUBUJPOT PG 1" UIVT JEFOUJGZJOH UIF WJSVMFODF GBDUPST
PG UIF CBDUFSJVN 0OF DPVME BMTP TDSFFO UISPVHI SBOEPNMZ NVUBHFOJ[FE $ FMFHBOT UP JEFOUJGZ HFOFT
UIBU JODSFBTF UIF TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ PG UIF XPSN UP UIF QBUIPHFO XIJDI XPVME SFWFBM QBUIXBZT JNQPSUBOU
JO NPVOUJOH BO JNNVOF SFTQPOTF 

0OF TVDI TDSFFO SFWFBMFE B QSFTFODF PG Q NJUPHFOBDUJWBUFE QSPUFJO LJOBTF 	."1,
 QBUIXBZ 
5IJT BODJFOU JNNVOF QBUIXBZ FYJTUT JO BMM BOJNBMT BOE QMBOUT BOE JO $ FMFHBOT BDUT UISPVHI B
DBTDBEF PG LJOBTFT 4&, /4: BOE 1., UIBU BDUJWBUF UIF JNNVOF SFTQPOTF JO UIF JOUFTUJOF 
BOE FQJEFSNJT  6QTUSFBN PG UIJT QBUIXBZ JT BOPUIFS QSPUFJO XJUI IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE SFTJTUBODF EP
NBJO UJS  " NVUBUJPO JO BOZ PG UIPTF HFOFT SFTVMUT JO IJHIMZ JODSFBTFE NPSUBMJUZ PG $ FMFHBOT
PO 1"
"OPUIFS IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE TZTUFN UIBU IBT B QSPGPVOE JO୯୳VFODF PO $ FMFHBOT SFTJTUBODF UP B
QBUIPHFO JOWPMWFT JOTVMJO TJHOBMJOH EBG JOTVMJOMJLF SFDFQUPS JOIJCJUT UIF EPXOTUSFBN USBO
TDSJQUJPO GBDUPS %"' CZ QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO UISPVHI B LJOBTF DBTDBEF BOE SFHVMBUFT NFUBCPMJTN
SFQSPEVDUJPO EFWFMPQNFOU MJGFTQBO BOE SFTJTUBODF UP B WBSJFUZ PG FOWJSPONFOUBM TUSFTTFT  *U UVSOT
PVU UIBU %"' BOE %"' BMTP SFHVMBUF JNNVOJUZ JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PG UIF PUIFS GVODUJPOT BOE JO
QBSBMMFM UP Q ."1, QBUIXBZ
/FYU B USBOTGPSNJOH HSPXUI GBDUPSȿSFMBUFE HFOF ECM CFMPOHT UP B MBSHF SFHVMBUPSZ DBTDBEF
XIJDI KVTU MJLF EBGEBG SFHVMBUFT OVNFSPVT QSPDFTTFT 	NBJOMZ EVSJOH EFWFMPQNFOU
 BT XFMM BT
JNNVOF SFTQPOTF BHBJOTU CBDUFSJBM  BOE GVOHBM  QBUIPHFOT
" C;*1 USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS [JQ SFHVMBUFT B NPSF TQFDJBMJ[FE JNNVOJUZ QBUIXBZ " EFUBJMFE
JOWFTUJHBUJPO PG $ FMFHBOT SFTQPOTF UP POF PG UIF WJSVMFODF GBDUPST PG 1"  &YPUPYJO " 	XIJDI JO
BDUJWBUFT USBOTMBUJPO JO OFNBUPEFؠT DFMMT
 IBT TIPXO UIBU [JQ BDUJWBUFT B XJEF SBOHF PG BOUJCBDUFSJBM
SFTQPOTF 
" NPSF SFDFOU EJSFDUJPO JO JNNVOJUZ SFTFBSDI JO $ FMFHBOT JT UIF PCTFSWBUJPO PG B TUSPOH DPO
୯୳VFODF PG JOOBUF JNNVOJUZ BOE OFVSBM TZTUFN 4PNF PG UIF BCPWF QBUIXBZT IBWF B QBSBMMFM
GVODUJPO JO EJ୭GFSFOU UJTTVFT 5IF Q ."1, QBUIXBZ GVODUJPOT JO UIF JOUFTUJOF XIFSF JU MFBET
UP BDUJWBUJPO PG 1., BOE B SFMFBTF PG BO BSSBZ PG BOUJNJDSPCJBM GBDUPST XIFSFBT UIF TBNF DBTDBEF
GVODUJPOT JO UIF "%' TFOTPSZ OFVSPO UP USJHHFS UIF BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH CFIBWJPS  "OPUIFS QBUIXBZ









































Figure 4.14: Collective avoidance for various immunity mutants. The triangle (circle) shows the area under amultiple-
worm (solitary) avoidance curve, the red bar is the difference between them and the error is the sum of standard
deviations in both conditions betweenmultiple repeats.
JO୯୳VFODJOH $ FMFHBOT TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ UP 1" CVU JUؠT F୭GFDU PO CFIBWJPS SFNBJOT VOLOPXO  0UIFS
QBUIXBZT IBWF CFFO GPVOE UP CF EJSFDUMZ BDUJOH UISPVHI UIF OFVSBM TZTUFN 5IF EBG SFDFQUPS PO
3*" JOUFSOFVSPO JT BDUJWBUFE CZ JOTVMJOMJLF MJHBOET QSPEVDFE JO "4+ BOE "4* OFVSPOT  UIBU MFBET
UP BDUJWBUJPO PG CFIBWJPSBM BOE JNNVOF SFTQPOTFT *O UVSO UIF ECM JNNVOJUZ JO FQJEFSNJT JT SFH
VMBUFE CZ OFVSPOT BT ECM OFVSPQFQUJFE JT QSPEVDFE BOE SFMFBTFE CZ DFSUBJO OFVSPOBM DFMMT  BOE JT
BMTP SFRVJSFE JO BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH  'JOBMMZ SFDFOU FWJEFODF TVHHFTUT UIBU $ FMFHBOT VTFT TFSPUPOJO
UP EPXOSFHVMBUF JUT JNNVOF SFTQPOTF UP. OFNBUPQIJMVN BOE B QVUBUJWF PDUPQBNJOF (1$3
PDUS UP FOIBODF Q ."1, SFTQPOTF UP 1" 

 *গগঊঝ঎ ঒খখঞগ঒ঝঢ ঊগ঍ ঌঘকক঎ঌঝ঒ট঎ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎
5P BOTXFS XIFUIFS JOOBUF JNNVOF TZTUFN IBT BOZ F୭GFDU PO DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF XF UFTUFE TFWFSBM
NVUBOUT UIBU XFSF EF୮ୢDJFOU JO GPVS EJ୭GFSFOU JNNVOF TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZT GTIS ECM BOE [JQ
BSF QBSUT PG UISFF JOEFQFOEFOU QBUIXBZT UIBU MFBE UP BO VQSFHVMBUJPO PG BOUJCBDUFSJBM GBDUPST VQPO
JOGFDUJPO  "MM UISFF NVUBOUT TIPX B TJNJMBS MFWFM PG DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF BT UIF XJME UZQF 	'JH

 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU UIFSF JT OP JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO UIFTF UXP F୭GFDUT
UJS DPOUBJOT B IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE SFTJTUBODF EPNBJO BOE BDUJWBUFT B GPVSUI BOE QSPCBCMZ UIF NPTU
TUVEJFE JNNVOJUZ QBUIXBZ  Q ."1,  *U IBT EJ୭GFSFOU SPMFT JO WBSJPVT UJTTVFT *O UIF "%'
OFVSPO JU BDUT UISPVHI BUG USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS UP VQSFHVMBUF UIF FYQSFTTJPO PG TFSPUPOJO BOE ESJWF
BWFSTJWF MFBSOJOH  *O UIF JOUFTUJOF BOE FQJEFSNJT JU TJHOBMT UISPVHI BUG BOE QNL LJOBTF UP BD
UJWBUF UIF JNNVOF SFTQPOTF  8IFO BMM UISFF NVUBOUT BSF FYQPTFE UP 1" UIFZ TUJMM SFTQPOE
EJ୭GFSFOUMZ EFQFOEJOH PO UIF QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUZ CVU JO B XBZ EJTUJODU GSPN UIF XJME UZQF MFBEJOH
VT UP B DPODMVTJPO UIBU UIF QVUBUJWF DPSFHVMBUJPO PG DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF BOE UIF JNNVOF TZTUFN JT
NPSF TVCUMF
'JOBMMZ XF BMTP UFTUFE B UPMNVUBOU XIJDI JT QBSUJBMMZ EF୮ୢDJFOU JO UIF POMZ 5PMMMJLF SFDFQUPS HFOF
JO $ FMFHBOT  5IJT DMBTT PG SFDFQUPST QMBZT B NBKPS SPMF JO JNNVOJUZ PG%SPTPQIJMB BOE JO $ FMF
HBOT IBT CFFO JEFOUJ୮ୢFE UP CF SFRVJSFE JO BWPJEJOH B QSPEVDU PG QBUIPHFOJD 4FSSBUJB CBDUFSJVN 
)PXFWFS JO DBTF PG 1" BWPJEBODF UPM JT VOOFDFTTBSZ 	'JH 

 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগজ
8F TIPXFE UIBU PESNVUBOU BOJNBMT BSF EF୮ୢDJFOU JO DPMMFDUJWF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF CFDBVTF UIFZ
BSF JODBQBCMF PG EFUFDUJOH UIF BMBSN TJHOBM TVHHFTUJOH UIBU "8" TFOTPSZ OFVSPO JT VTFE CZ UIF OF
NBUPEFT UP EFUFDU UIF QIFSPNPOF 'VSUIFSNPSF BDPY BOJNBMT XFSF BMTP VOBCMF UP BWPJE CBDUFSJB
GBTUFS JO MBSHFS HSPVQT CVU JO UIJT DBTF JU XBT EVF UP CFJOH VOBCMF UP QSPEVDF UIF TJHOBM #FDBVTF BDPY

 JT JOWPMWFE JO BTDBSPTJEF CJPTZOUIFTJT UIJT TVQQPSUT UIF IZQPUIFTJT UIBU UIF BMBSN TJHOBM JT JO GBDU B
QIFSPNPOF EFQPTJUFE JOUP UIF MBXO BOE EFUFDUFE EJSFDUMZ CZ UIF "8" OFVSPO "MUFSOBUJWFMZ 1"
EFUFDU UIF QSPEVDU PG BDPY EFQFOEFOU CJPTZOUIFTJT BOE JO UVSO B୭GFDU UIF CFIBWJPS PG UIF XPSNT
UISPVHI "8" OFVSPO
'VSUIFSNPSF XF UFTUFE BWPJEBODF JO NVUBOU BOJNBMT VOBCMF UP QSPEVDF GPVS CJPBNJOFT BOE UIFJS
SFDFQUPST UIBU BSF VTFE JO $ FMFHBOT UP SFHVMBUF WBSJPVT CFIBWJPST "MUIPVHI PWFSBMM BWPJEBODF XBT
B୭GFDUFE JO NPTU NVUBOUT OP LOPDLPVU XBT BCMF UP DPNQMFUFMZ FMJNJOBUF UIF DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF
TVHHFTUJOH UIBU UIF SFHVMBUJPO PDDVST UISPVHI NVMUJQMF QBUIXBZT UIBU DPVME SFHVMBUF EJ୭GFSFOU BT
QFDUT PG UIF BWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS 	FH BUUSBDUJPO UP GPPE PS SFQVMTJPO GSPN UIF QIFSPNPOF

'JOBMMZ XF UFTUFE B OVNCFS PG JOOBUF JNNVOF NVUBOUT UP TFF XIFUIFS XPSNT UIBU BSF NPSF TVT
DFQUJCMF UP JOGFDUJPO IBWF B NPEJ୮ୢFE QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF SFTQPOTF &BDI NVUBOU XBT DBQBCMF PG
DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF 	FWFO UIPVHI PWFSBMM BWPJEBODF XBT B୭GFDUFE JO TPNF NVUBOUT
 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU
JNNVOF TZTUFN NBZ CF SFHVMBUFE JOEFQFOEFOUMZ
 .঎ঝ঑ঘ঍জ
 4ঝছঊ঒গজ ঊগ঍ খ঎঍঒ঊ







































































































 "MM TUSBJOT XFSF PCUBJOFE GSPN UIF $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ(FOFUJDT $FO
UFS VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF TUBUFE
8PSNT XFSF NBJOUBJOFE BU $ 	BQBSU GSPN BDPYXIJDI XBT LFQU BU $
 VTJOH UIF TBNF QSPUPDPM
EFTDSJCFE JO DIBQUFS  4BNF QSPDFEVSF BT EFTDSJCFE JO UIF QSFWJPVT DIBQUFS XBT VTFE UP QSFQBSF
NFEJB
 8ঘছখ ঙছ঎ঙঊছঊঝ঒ঘগ
"MM XPSN TUSBJOT XFSF TZODISPOJ[FE CZ IZQPDIMPSJUF USFBUNFOU BOE ୮ୢSTU MBSWBM TUBHF 	-
 BSSFTU GPS
I  "SSFTUFE -T XFSF USBOTGFSSFE POUP TUBOEBSE DN /(. QMBUFT 	TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI 
ɉHNM TUSFQUPNZDJO
 TFFEFE XJUI 01 *O PSEFS GPS BMM TUSBJOT UP SFBDI BEVMUIPPENBPD EIT
BOE EBGXPSNT XFSF BMMPXFE UP EFWFMPQ GPS I I BOE I SFTQFDUJWFMZ BU $ BDPY GPS I BU
$ BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH TUSBJOT GPS I BU $
 "টঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎ ঊগ঍ ঌঘগ঍঒ঝ঒ঘগ঒গঐ ঊজজঊঢজ
"WPJEBODF BOE DPOEJUJPOJOH BTTBZT XFSF QFSGPSNFE JO FYBDUMZ UIF TBNF XBZ BT EFTDSJCFE JO DIBQ
UFS  XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO UIBU 4, NFEJVN XBT TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI  ɉHNM ୯୳VPSPEFPYZVSJEJOF
	'6E3
 UP QSFWFOU MBSWBM EFWFMPQNFOU *O UIF ୮ୢSTU TUBHF PG DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT  PES
BDPY PS / XPSNT XFSF LFQU PO UIF MBXO GPS I VTJOH B NFUBM SJOH

5
&WPMVUJPOBSZ DPOTFSWBUJPO PG DPMMFDUJWF
BWPJEBODF
" QSPHFOJUPS PG $ FMFHBOT/ TUSBJO 	XIPTF EFTDFOEBOUT XF VTFE UISPVHIPVU UIJT TUVEZ
 XBT DPM
MFDUFE JO #SJTUPM 6, JO UIF FBSMZ T  BOE XBT NBJOUBJOFE JO MBCPSBUPSZ DPOEJUJPOT VOUJM UIF
FBSMZ T XIFO JU XBT TVDDFTTGVMMZ GSP[FO  5ISPVHIPVU UIBU UJNF B TFMFDUJPO QSFTTVSF JOUSPEVDFE
B XIPMF SBOHF PG HFOFUJD NPE୮ୢDBUJPOT  JOUP UIF PSHBOJTN BOE TPNF 4/1T IBWF CFFO TIPXO UP

DIBOHF UIF CFIBWJPS PG UIF OFNBUPEF  BOE JO QBSUJDVMBS QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF 
$PMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF JT BO BEBQUBUJPO UIBU DPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ CSJOH TVCTUBOUJBM TVSWJWBM CFOF୮ୢUT UP
$ FMFHBOT JO UIF XJME 'VSUIFSNPSF JU XBT SFDFOUMZ TIPXO UIBU XJME UZQF JTPMBUFT PG PUIFS OFNBUPEF
TQFDJFT QSPEVDF TJNJMBS DPDLUBJM PG BTDBSPTJEFT BT / 5IFSFGPSF JU JT OBUVSBM UP BTL XIFUIFS UIFTF
XJME CBDUFSJWPSF TQFDJFT BMTP FYIJCJU DPMMFDUJWF QBUIPHFO BWPJEBODF PS JT JU KVTU BO BSUJGBDU PG $ FMFHBOT
EPNFTUJDBUJPO 
'VSUIFSNPSF UIF GBDU UIBU UIFTF EJ୭GFSFOU OFNBUPEF TQFDJFT PG୴FO DBO CF GPVOE PDDVQZJOH UIF
TBNF IBCJUBUT BOE SFTQPOE UP TJNJMBS QIFSPNPOFT  SJTFT BOPUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH RVFTUJPO  JT UIFSF
BOZ JOUFSTQFDJFT DPNNVOJDBUJPO PDDVSSJOH JO UIF TIBSFE OJDIFT .PSF TQFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ BSF PUIFS OFNB
UPEF TQFDJFT BCMF UP EFUFDU BOE SFBDU UP $ FMFHBOT BMBSN QIFSPNPOF BOE WJDF WFSTB 5IJT XPVME PQFO
VQ B QPTTJCJMJUZ PG PUIFS TQFDJFT TOPPQJOH PO XBSOJOH TJHOBMT GSPN UIFJS DPNQFUJUPST PS FWFO USJDLJOH
UIFN JOUP NBLJOH EFDJTJPOT VOGBWPSBCMF GPS UIFJS TVSWJWBM VTJOH B DPNNPO MBOHVBHF PG BTDBSPTJEFT
5IJT XPVME BMMPX GPS UIF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG B OPOUSJWJBM JOUFSTQFDJFT DPNQFUJUJPO NPEFM
 #ঊঌঔঐছঘঞগ঍
/FNBUPEB JT POF PG UIF NPTU EJWFSTF QIZMVNT PG UIF BOJNBM LJOHEPN *U JT FTUJNBUFE UIBU VQ UP B
NJMMJPO TQFDJFT PG OFNBUPEFT FYJTU  FWFO UIPVHI POMZ B GFX UFOT PG UIPVTBOET IBWF CFFO DMBTTJ୮ୢFE
TP GBS 5IFZ PDDVQZ B XJEF TQFDUSVN PG IBCJUBUT XJUI WBSJFE OBUVSBM IJTUPSJFT SBOHJOH GSPN EFFQ
PDFBOT UP BSJE EFTFSUT BOE GSPN JOUFSTUJUJBM CBDUFSJWPSFT UP PCMJHBUF QBSBTJUFT XJUI NVMUJQMF JOUFSNFEJ
BUF IPTUT 
8JUIJO UIF/FNBUPEB BO PSEFS 3IBCEJUJEB FWPMWFE TFWFSBM NBKPS BEWBODFT UIBU TFU JU BQBSU GSPN
UIF SFTU PG UIF OFNBUPEFT BOE BMMPXFE JU UP EPNJOBUF NBOZ OFX IBCJUBUT  " LFZ BEBQUBUJPO XJUIJO
UIJT HSPVQ XBT UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG B DIFNJDBMMZ JNQFSNFBCMF DVUJDMF XIJDI DPOUSJCVUFE UP UIFJS



































Figure 5.1: Phylogenetic tree of the family3IBCEJUॷ 120 and the genus Caenorhabditis 124. Only selected clades (red)
and species (black) are indicated. Species that were tested in this work are indicated with an asterix.
GFFEJOH QVNQ  QIBSZOY  *U JT IZQPUIFTJ[FE UIBU BMPOH XJUI UIF SFEVDUJPO JO TJ[F PG UIF BOJNBM
BOE TIPSUFOJOH PG PWFSBMM HFOFSBUJPO UJNF UIJT PSHBO BMMPXFE GPS B GBTU EJTQFSTJPO PG UIFTF GSFF MJWJOH
SBQJEMZ SFQSPEVDJOH CBDUFSJWPSFT 
*O UIF PSEFS 3IBCEJUJEB UIF TVCPSEFS 3IBCEJUJOB IBT EFWFMPQFE B NPEJ୮ୢFE KVWFOJMF TUBHF TQFDJG
JDBMMZ BEBQUFE UP MPOHUFSN TVSWJWBM 	JO $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ DBMMFE EBVFS 
 5IFTF OPOGFFEJOH IJHIMZ
NPEJ୮ୢFE BOE IJHIMZ EJTQFSTJWF MBSWBF BSF PG୴FO DBQBCMF PG QIPSFUJDBMMZ NPWJOH CFUXFFO EJTUBOU FO
WJSPONFOUBM OJDIFT  PO MBSHFS BOJNBMT BOE BMTP GPVOE NBOZ XBZT PG JOWBEJOH JOUFSOBM PSHBOT PG
PUIFS PSHBOJTNT #FDBVTF UIJT TVCPSEFS DPOUBJOT $ FMFHBOT BOE BU UIF TBNF UJNF EPFT OPU MBDL JO
EJWFSTJUZ JU IBT CFDPNF B NPEFM GPS DPNQBSBUJWF HFOFUJDT 
5IF EFUBJMFE IJFSBSDIZ XBT PSJHJOBMMZ CBTFE PO NPSQIPMPHZ BOE MJGFTUZMF BOE XJUI UIF JOUSPEVD
UJPO PG NPMFDVMBS QIZMPHFOFUJD UFDIOJRVFT 	CBTFE PO TFRVFODJOH PG TNBMM TVCVOJU PG S3/"  BOE

UIFO PUIFS QBSUT PG S3/" BOE TFWFSBM IJHIMZ GVODUJPOBM QSPUFJOT 
 NBOZ UBYB IBWF CFFO SFDMBT
TJ୮ୢFE $VSSFOUMZ BT XF VOEFSTUBOE JU  3IBCEJUJEB DPOUBJO OPU POMZ UIF GSFF MJWJOH
$BFOPSIBCEJUॷ CVU BMTP 4USPOॻMJEB UIBU IBSCPS B OVNCFS PG IJHIMZ JOGFDUJWF IVNBO QBUIPHFOT
FH IPPLXPSN  BOE UISFBEXPSN )FUFSPSIBCEJUॷ UIBU BSF QSPMJ୮ୢD BSUISPQPE QBSBTJUFT 
BOE BMTP B NPSQIPMPHJDBMMZ EJTUJODU EJQMPHBTUFSJET UIBU JODMVEFT 1SJTUJPODIॸ QBDJ׹Dॸ  B DBSOJWP
SPVT OFNBUPEF XJUI B TVCTUBOUJBMMZ NPEJ୮ୢFE QIBSZOY BSNFE XJUI UFFUI UIBU JT BCMF UP GFFE PO PUIFS
OFNBUPEFT
5IJT EJWFSTJUZ PG 3IBCEJUJEB JT FWFO NPSF TUSJLJOH PO UIF HFOFUJD MFWFM 7BSJPVT TUVEJFT IBWF
TIPXO  UIBU $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ UIFNTFMWFT BSF BT WBSJFE BT IVNBOT BOE ୮ୢTI BU UIF HFOFUJD MFWFM .PSF
CSPBEMZ 	'JH 
 $ FMFHBOT JT HFOFUJDBMMZ BT DMPTF UP WBSJPVT NFNCFST PG0TDIFJॸ HFOVT PS 3IBC
EJUFMMB BYFJ BT IVNBOT 	)PNP TBQJFOT
 BSF UP TFB VSDIJOT 	4USPOॻMPDFOUSPUॸ QVSQVSBUॸ

4VDI B CSPBE SBOHF PG HFOFUJD WBSJBUJPO FODPVSBHFE XPSL PO DMPTFMZ BOE NPSF EJTUBOUMZ SFMBUFE
OFNBUPEFT GPS UIF QVSQPTFT PG DPNQBSBUJWF TUVEJFT $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ CSJॼTBF  1SJTUJPODIॸ QBDJ
׹Dॸ  BOE0TDIFJॸ UJQVMBF BSF FYBNQMFT PG TBUFMMJUF NPEFMT UP $ FMFHBOT UIBU BSF BMTP
FBTJMZ DVMUJWBUFE JO TJNJMBS DPOEJUJPOT 5IJT CFDBNF B TUBSUJOH QPJOU GPS SFTFBSDI PO QBSBTJUJD OFNB
UPEFT XJUIJO 3IBCEJUJEB  BOE CFZPOE 
"O FYDFMMFOU FYBNQMF PG B DPNQBSBUJWF TUVEZ UIBU VTFT UIF QPXFS PG UIFTF HFOFUJDBMMZ EJWFSTF CVU
FDPMPHJDBMMZ TJNJMBS CJPMPHJDBM NPEFMT JT SFTFBSDI JOUP QSPEVDUJPO PG BTDBSPTJEFT BOE UIFJS GVODUJPO
CFUXFFO EJ୭GFSFOU TQFDJFT PG 3IBCEJUJEB *U UVSOT PVU UIBU EJ୭GFSFOU SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT PG UIJT PSEFS
QSPEVDF B EJWFSTF CVU PWFSMBQQJOH TFU PG BTDBSPTJEFT .PSFPWFS TPNF PG UIF CMFOET PG EJ୭GFSFOU BT
DBSPTJEFT IBWF B TJNJMBS F୭GFDU PO EJ୭GFSFOU TQFDJFT PG BOJNBMT  SBJTJOH IPQF GPS GVUVSF EFWFMPQNFOU
PG QIFSPNPOFCBTFE BOUJIFMNJOUIJD UIFSBQJFT











































































Figure 5.3: Collective avoidance for various3IBCEJUJEB species. The triangle (circle) shows the area under amultiple-
worm (solitary) avoidance curve, the red bar is the difference between them and the error is the sum of standard
deviations in both conditions betweenmultiple repeats.

 $ঘগজ঎ছটঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঌঘকক঎ঌঝ঒ট঎ ঊটঘ঒঍ঊগঌ঎ ঒গ গ঎খঊঝঘ঍঎জ
5P UFTU XIFUIFS DPMMFDUJWF BWPJEBODF JT QSFTFOU JO PUIFS OFNBUPEFT XF QJDLFE  PUIFS TQFDJFT PG
3IBCEJUJEBXIPTF HFOFSBUJPO UJNF XBT TIPSU UIFZ DPVME HSPX RVJDLMZ PO TUBOEBSE /(. QMBUFT
XJUI 01 GPPE UIF EJ୭GFSFOU MJGF TUBHFT XFSF FBTJMZ EJTDFSOJCMF UIFZ XFSF MBSHF FOPVHI UP CF JN
BHFE JO PVS TFUVQ BOE BU UIF TBNF UJNF SFQSPEVDFE UIF HFOFUJD EJWFSTJUZ PG UIJT PSEFS PG BOJNBMT
5IF TQFDJFT XF DIPTF BSF NBSLFE XJUI BO BTUFSJTL JO 'JH  'SPN &MFHBOT HSPVQ PG $BFOPSIBCEJUॷ
XF DIPTF $ CSJॼTBF $ OJHPOJ BOE $ SFNBOFJ GSPN +BQPOJDB HSPVQ XF QJDLFE $ OPVSBHVFOTॷ BOE
GSPN%SPTPQIJMBF TVQFSHSPVQ XF TFMFDUFE $ WJSJMॷ "QBSU GSPN $BFOPSIBCEJUॷXF BMTP VTFE UISFF
TQFDJFT GSPN PUIFS GBNJMJFT 0 UJQVMBF 1 QBDJ׹Dॸ BOE 3 BYFJ 5IFTF BSF BMM GSFF MJWJOH XPSNT UIBU
GFFE PO CBDUFSJB POMZ 	FYDFQU 1 QBDJ׹DॸXIJDI IBT UFFUI BOE DBO BMTP GFFE PO MBSWBF PG WBSJPVT OFNB
UPEFT
 $ CSJॼTBF0 UJQVMBF BOE 1 QBDJ׹Dॸ BSF QSJNBSJMZ IFSNBQISPEJUJD 	MJLF $ FMFHBOT 
 XIFSFBT
UIF SFTU BSF HPOPDIPSJTUJD
5P TZODISPOJ[F FBDI QPQVMBUJPO CFGPSF BO BWPJEBODF FYQFSJNFOU XF QJDLFE  BEVMU JOEJWJE
VBMT 	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ FRVBM OVNCFS PG NBMF BOE GFNBMF GPS HPOPDIPSJTUJD TQFDJFT
 UP BO /(. QMBUF
TFFEFE XJUI 01 GPS I "G୴FS UIF FHHT XFSF MBJE XF SFNPWFE UIF BEVMUT BOE BMMPXFE UIF FHHT UP
EFWFMPQ GPS I XIFO FBDI TQFDJF SFBDIFE BEVMUIPPE 5IFO XF QJDLFE  PS  BEVMU HSBWJE GFNBMFT
	PS IFSNBQISPEJUFT
 UP TUBOEBSE 4, QMBUFT XJUI 1" 	TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI '6E3
 VTJOH UIF QSPUP
DPM GSPN $IBQUFS  8F SFDPSEFE BWPJEBODF GPS I NJO BOE UIF SFTVMUT BSF TIPXO JO 'JH 
)BMG PG UIF UFTUFE TQFDJFT FYIJCJU BDDFMFSBUFE BWPJEBODF BU IJHIFS QPQVMBUJPO EFOTJUJFT BOE UIF
QIFOPUZQF EPFT OPU IBWF B DPOTJTUFOU FWPMVUJPOBSZ QBUUFSO BT POMZ UXP PG UIFN BSF XJUIJO $BFOPSIBC
EJUॷ 	$ SFNBOFJ BOE $ WJSJMॷ
 BOE UIF PUIFS UXP BSF EJTUBOU SFMBUJWFT PG $ FMFHBOT BOE OPU DMPTFMZ
SFMBUFE UP FBDI PUIFS 	1 QBDJ׹Dॸ BOE 3 BYFJ
 5IF SFNBJOJOH TQFDJFT TIPX OP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU EFQFO
EFODF PO UIF EFOTJUZ XJUI $ OPVSBHVFOTॷ CBSFMZ BWPJEJOH BU BMM XJUIJO UIF UJNF PG UIF FYQFSJNFOU










































































Figure 5.4: $ FMFHBOT PES→3IBCEJUJEB conditioning experiment. The triangle (circle) shows the area under an
avoidance curve of 16 nematodes of a given species exposed to amock-conditioned (conditionedwith$ FMFHBOT PES
worms) lawn, the red bar is the difference between them and the error is the sum of standard deviations in both
conditions betweenmultiple repeats.
 $঑঎খ঒ঌঊক ঌঘখখঞগ঒ঌঊঝ঒ঘগ ঋ঎ঝঠ঎঎গ জঙ঎ঌ঒঎জ ঘএ গ঎খঊঝঘ঍঎জ
5P UFTU XIFUIFS UIF BMBSN TJHOBM MFG୴ CZ $ FMFHBOT DBO CF BDUFE VQPO CZ UIF OFNBUPEFT PG BOPUIFS
TQFDJF XF QFSGPSNFE B NPEJ୮ୢFE WFSTJPO PG QSFWJPVTMZ EFTDSJCFE DPOEJUJPOJOH FYQFSJNFOUT 'JSTU XF
FYQPTFE 1" CBDUFSJB PO 4, QMBUFT UP $ FMFHBOT PESXPSNT GPS I 5IFTF XPSNT BSF DBQBCMF PG
EFQPTJUJOH UIF BMBSN TJHOBM 	'JH 
 CVU BG୴FS I XJMM TUJMM SFNBJO JO UIF MBXO 	'JH 
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Figure 5.5: $ FMFHBOT PES→3IBCEJUJEB conditioning experiment result (vertical axis, the same as in Fig. 5.4) as
a function of pairwise divergence computed using ClustalW130 multiple alignment of RNA polymerase II mRNA se-
quences.
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